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18 years alter death,
w. Page Pitt lives on
by NORMAN M
.WADE

reporter
Helping students 21 years
after his retirement, and 18
years after his death, the legacy
ofW. Page Pitt continues.
Last week, 30 scholarships
were awarded to students in
honor ofW. Page Pitt, who founded Marshall's School of
Journalism in 1926. But it's not
necessarily the scholarships that
are interesting, it's the man
behind
' I'll them.
never forget Professor
Pitt," said Dr. Ralph J. Turner,
professor ofjournalism and mass
communications and a former
student of Pitt. "He had aspecial
way of motivating students to do
their best. He made things you
were working on, such as afeature story, feel important."
In his tenure that spanned
four and a half decades, Pitt
oversaw the growth of journalism from five students in one
class to more than 500 students
in 43 courses on both the undergraduate and graduate levels
when he left.
' With along history of helping
students make their way
through school," Pitt was by all
accounts astrong, eccentric, outspoken individual, said Dr.
George T. Arnold, professor of
journalism and mass communications.
"Pitt was always able to help
students," Arnold, also one of
Pitt's former students, said. "He
always seemed to be able to pick
up the phone and get [financial]
help for students from some of
his business friends."
"Back in Pitt's days, times
were much more informal,"
Turner said of the scholarship
process. "Someone, such as a
local businessperson, might
want to help out the journalism
program so that person might
give Professor Pitt $300 or $400.
Pitt would stick it in his billfold
and when he discovered a student in need he would quickly
come to the rescue with a'scholarship' on the spot, whether the

21 years after his retirement
and 18 yearsafterhis death,
W
. Page Pitt,founderof the
School of Journalismin1926,
is still helping students.
Thirty scholarshipswere
given in his namethisyear.

RIGHT: Declaredlegally
blind, Page Pitt was often
aided bystudentsand
staff inthejournalism
school.

Marshall graduate and former Parthenon sports writer Soupy
Sales embraces W.Page Pitt,founder of Marshall'sjournalism
school.

student needed it for tuition or to
pay some bills that month,"
Turner said.
Pitt, who didn't think the
money needed to be used solely
for tuition or books, preferred to
spread the money around to as
many as he could, instead ofjust
giving largei' •'sums to a few
select students.
"They could use the money for
whatever they needed ... rent,
food, anything," Arnold said, "as
long as it helped the students
stay in school."
Arnold said one graduate actually told him Pitt had ' kept him
in shoes" while he was astudent.
Arnold added that the student
has since donated many thousands ofdollars back to the scholarship fund.
"Students were absolutely
devoted to him," Arnold said,
"and many others saw him as a
father figure."
Pitt, legally blind from the age
of five, refused to consider his
blindness ahandicap.
Even as ayouth, Pitt played on
the high school baseball team,
catching balls by listening for
them as they rolled across the

ground. He also played tackle on
the football team.
Elizabeth "Betty" Nichols, The
Parthenon editor in 1944, said
Pitt would have to hold "something six inches in front of his
eyes" to try to read it, but that he
nevertheless had "an uncanny
perception about journalism."
Nichols said part of her official duties were to read Pitt's
mail to him.
She remembered him as "a
great teacher," adding that "his
personality was ... well, interesting."
"He [Pitt) always made sure
students had jobs to keep them
in school," Nichols said.
She said times were tough during World War II, and people
"were hard pressed for jobs."
Pitt's most successful graduates include J.D. Maurice, a
1935 graduate who won the
Sigma Delta Chi and Pulitzer
awards for editorial writing;
Marvin Stone, (former) editor of
"U.S. News &World Report;"
and actor/comedian Soupy Sales
who graduated in 1949.
Please see PAGE Pin,28

' We had alist of all of the ser- were spread among the members
vice members who had come of the staff the majority of whom
from Marshall," Nichols said, were women.
"and we made sure that we sent She said the newspaper staff
each one of them acopy of The was referred to as the "Petticoat
Parthenon to let them know Regime" because there weren't
what was going on."
many young men around camShe said The Parthenon, pus, or anywhere for that matter,
which was published generally during the war.
about every other week at the Since the paper was selftime, was sent all over the world financed without any support
. . wherever there were service from the school, Nichols and the
members.
others had to expend a lot of
"Many would write back to us effort to keep it going. Many of
... and tell us how wonderful it the staff had to perform multiple
was to get the paper," Nichols duties. In addition to being the
said. She said many wrote that editor, Nichols was also the
the paper was their only contact advertising manager.
with the outside worldand with Nichols said W. Page Pitt, put
what was going on "back home." her in charge of advertising
"Times were tough . .We had to because her father had experido many jobs just to get the ence in sales.
paper published," Nichols said. "My dad was asalesman, so he
The many duties of the paper [Pitt) made me the sales manag-

er," Nichols said. She added she
guessed he figured because her
dad was in sales, she would be
good at it too.
Recalling many of the trips she
made around town to solicit
advertising for the paper, Nichols
said she was often accompanied
by a"chaperone" when she had
to go to some of the less safe
areas of Huntington.
On many occasions, Nichols
said she was accompanied by
Milton Supman, who later went
on to build a career spanning
over four decades as actor/comedian "Soupy Sales." Supman,
who was the last male reporter
on the staff for ' The Parthenon,"
himselfleft for the Navy on Apr.
4, 1944.

Former editor remembers reign of 'Petticoat Regime'
by NORMAN M. WADE

l

reporter
The time was 1944. Millions of
combatants were engaged in a
life anddeath struggle that consumed the resources of nearly
every country in the free worldthe world was at war.
The Allies were battling the
Nazis throughout Europe, the
Fascists in Italy, and the
Japanese in the Pacific.
But at Marshall, it was the
"Petticoat Regime" that fought to
win the war, at least for the
hearts and minds of the many
American servicemen overseas
and their families at home.
Elizabeth "Betty" Nichols,
Staff members seated around thedeskare Elnora Belcher, 1944 Parthenon editor, re-memsports editor; Teddy Fitzpatrick, managing editor; Betty bers the tough times at Marshall
Arrington, editor-in-chief; Mary W
eaver, newseditor; Mildred during World War II, and the
Kresnick, featureeditor,and Becky Marston,society editor. reign of the "Petticoat Regime."

Please see EDITOR, 28
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Parthenon Heritage Series planned
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Page edited by Robert McCune

Considering the past and
looking to the future is part of
what speakers in the
Parthenon Heritage Series
will be doing when the series
opens Jan. 27 with Burl
Osborne, publisher and chief
executive officer of The Dallas
Morning News.
Osborne had a 20-year
career with The Associated
Press before joining The
Dallas Morning News in 1980.
AMarshall journalism graduate, he has served as co-chairman of the Pulitzer Prize
Board and president of the
American Society of
Newspaper Editors.
Throughout the spring, others associated with the
Parthenon and the School of
Journalism and Mass
Communications will be
returning to address such topics as the importance of the

Smith
recalls
MU
old
•From page 12Atimes

Before the Smiths left
Marshall Unive;sity, the construction of a new classroom
building and music building
were completed.
To their surprise, the main
classroom building was designated as Stewart H.Smith Hall and
the music building was called
Evelyn Hollberg Smith Hall,
Evelyn Smith said.
She said receiving the honor of
being the music builqing's namesake was attributed to her love of
music. "I was very interested in
music," she said. "I often went to
students' recitals, dramas and
debates."
Why the other building was
named for her husband cannot
be attributed to one thing, she
said.

First Amendment and afree
press, the future of journalism, and the impact Marshall
University has had on their
careers. All events are free to
the public, with times and
locations to be announced.
Apanel of former Parthenon
editors will come together Feb.
8to discuss issues and take
questions from the public.
Panel members are t.o include
Jack Bailey, edit.or ofThe State
Journal in Chariest.on, Robbie
Fouch, copy desk editor for
Long Island Newsday, Steven
Keith, news editor of the
Charleston Daily Mail, and
Brigetta Eplin Wheeler, assistant news edit.or of the News
and Observer of Raleigh, N.C.
March 24 is being set aside
for Parthenon alumni who
now work for the Huntington
Herald-Dispatch. Coming will
be James E. Casto, edit.orial

page edit.or, sports columnist
Ernie Salvatore, political
reporter Tom Miller and
columnist Dave Peyton.
Concluding the series April
19 will be aspecial presentation by Marvin Stone, editor of
U. S. News and World Report
from 1976 to 1985. His
appearance coincides with the
rededication of the renovated
Marvin L. Stone Library in
the SOJMC on the third floor
of Smith Hall.
"We're pleased to honor Mr.
St.one through this special ceremony. He has been very generous to Marshall University
and the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications,
and his career represents the
best of what we hope our
alumni will accomplish in
their careers," said Dr. Hal
Shaver, executive director of
the SOJMC.

"People
always said
Stewart was a
perfect gentleman and was
honorable and
friendly," Evelyn
Smith said.
"More student
housing and fraternities were SMITH
added during
his presidency and en-rollment
in-creased during that time."
But biggest of all, she said, was
in 1961 when Marshall attained
university status.
His book "Marshall University:
An Institution Comes ofAge," Dr.
Charles Hill Moffet quoted
Smith: "Unbiased observers . .
will be quick to recognize that it
is only through the formal designation of Marshall as auniversity thatitsthevitalinstitution
can
occupy
role in the ...future
of higher education in our state,"
Stewart Smith wrote.
But the Board of Education

rejected his request and called
the idea premature, according to
Moffet's book.
Marshall College transformed
into Marshall University on
February 20, 1961 after the West
Vll'ginia Legislature enacted the
Marshall University bill with the
backing of Gov. Wally Barron.
Evelyn Smith said her husband continued to be instrumental to the university and managed to keep up with students,
faculty and the city of
Huntington until and after his
1968 retirement.
After 1968, as the Smiths
watched their children leave
home, Evelyn Smith said even
though Pennsylvania was where
they made their first home, she
and her husband knew
Huntington would remain their
home. And it did.
Dr. Stewart H. Smith died as a
Huntington resident in 1982 and
Evelyn Smith remains one.

MATH c, ENGLISH
PLACEMENT EHAMS
Schedule for Fall 1998

DRTE

Nouember 4
Nouember 5

TIME

2:00 -4:00pm
4:30 -6:30pm
2:00 -4:00pm
4:30 -6:30pm

JH B-7
cc 135
JH B-7

Editorinwas
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•From page 18 '40s

"Soupy Sales was sent with me
to protect me," Nichols said, but
joked that "most times he would
standstreets."
outside ·and gaze through
the
Nichols obtained her Bachelors of Arts degree in just two
years and eight months. She
said she could have finished several months earlier, but administrators were concerned some
might question how quickly she
graduated.
When Nichols graduated high
school in 1942, the war was
already in full swing. "My dad
said we weren't taking any time
off" so she went straight into the
journalism program at Marshall.
"We had classes all of the
time," Nichols said, adding that
she "t.ook them right after another."
In addition to working as the
edit.or and advertising manager,
Nichols worked 24 hours aweek

"It's purpose is not to attract
new students," Arnold said,
"it's to help the students who
are already here."
In addition to gpa, awardees
are judged on their involvement in extracurricular activities and contributions to the
SOJMC, activities such as the
school's newspaper; WMUL,
the school's radio station;
internships; and student organizations.
Students are required to
write astatement of why they
need the scholarship.
Lebec said the "scholarship is
not automatic" and the state_ment helps the review board to
select the most deserving.
Pitt lost his sight as achild
after asevere cold which led to
an ear infection.
As aresult of an operation to
part-time at the Huntington
Publishing Company. She got
the job with Pitt's assistance.
' The local papers needed people to work because ofWorld War
II,"
Nichols said. "People were
hard pressed for jobs...and he
[Pitt] always made sure people
had jobs."
When she graduated from
Marshall in 1944,.Nichols went
to work full-time at the
Huntington Publishing Company. Coincidentally, Nichols
worked in the advertising
department wit!\ Pitt's wife,
Virginia.
Nichols only stared at the job
for about ayear. In February
1945, Nichols' fiancee Jack E.
Nichols returned from the war,
and on Feb. 10, 1945, the couple
was married. Moving to
California while her husband
finished his service with the U.S.
Navy, the couple moved back to
Huntington where Nichols began
to teach in local schools.
Starting her career at Vinson
High School in 1950, Nichols
joined the faculty of Huntington
High
in 1957,
where she
taughtSchool
English
and journalism

degree from Muskingum College in New Concord, Ohio.
After astint selling stories to
newspapers, earning only
about $80 a month, Pitt was
invited to teach journalism at
Marshall University in 1926.
As a final tribute, Pitt was
present at a banquet in 1980
when the SOJMC was named
in his honor.
Many of Pitt's former students were there, including
Maurice, Stone, Sales, Arnold
and Turner.
Arnold said it was a real
pleasure for Pitt to be there,
because it gave so many who
honored him an opportunity to
thank him.
Five months later, Pitt died
of a heart attack, just two
months before his 80th birthday.
along with advising the student
newspaper-"The Tatler"-and
yearbook for nearly 30 years
until her retirement in 1986.
Nichols was honored on Nov. 7,
1992, by the Marshall University
School of Journalism Alumni
Association as a Distinguished
Alumnus, "in recognition of her
many years of service to journalism education."
"Many of my students have
gone into journalism, which is
great," Nichols said. She
thought the best thing about students taking journalism was
that it would give them "an idea
of what it's like" before they had
to make any real career decisions. A member of the
International Society of Poets,
Nichols has continued her work
as ajournalist and author even
after her retirement from teaching.
"It's what journalists do . . I
like to write ... it's just ahobby,"
Nichols said.
"Ifyou like people, and you like
history. .and you understand the
power of words .. you'll enjoy
journalism and writing," Nichols
said.

~4-l£N COM£ DOWN 'To

~4-l£ S-r-9,NED MONK£Y &GYA.A-flON.Z,
~o 4-Jf:AA.. L,v1:: (?,ANDS AND
DANC£ ~4-l£ ~IG4-l-f AWAY{

(make chl!cks payable to Marshall Uniuerslty or haue correct amount in cash.)

2. Photo ID.
(MU ID or ualid driuer's license.)
3. Pencils.
(Calculators are not permitted.)

November Shows

Students must meet the following guidelines to
qualify for these placement eHams:
1. Astudent must be fully enrolled in Marshall Uniuersity or

Marshall Community and Technical College.
2. Astudent may take each eKam only one time while at
Marshall.
3. Astudent who has receiued a"NC", "F", "W", "WP" or "WF"
in adeuelopmental course is ineligible to attempt the
placement eHam for that dropped or failed course.
4. Astudent
may attempt only one exam per time period.
For further information, contact Nedra Lowe at 696-3817
or Monica Shafer at 696-5229.

rr--------------------;522 -.\\\,H:.RSITY
DELIVERY DJA,v£~4951•
Pre-registration is not required.

~ \~

in 1971 when Pitt retired from
teaching, is meant to encourage students with the school of
journalism and mass communications.
Funded by the interest from
gifts and donations that have
been made over the years, the
scholarship fund has grown to
more than $100,000 allowing
slightly more than $6,000 to be
awarded this year, said Dr.
Harold C. Shaver, executive
director of the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications.
In keeping with Pitt's wishes, the scholarship committee
still awards as many scholarships to the largest number of
students possible.
This year, 30 students
received scholarships ranging
from $150 to $250, said Dennis

LOCRTION
CC135

Students must haue the following items to be admitted to the placement eHam sessions:
1. $1 B.80 Registration Fee for each eKam attemped.
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C. Lebec, assistant professor correct the ear infection, Pitt
of journalism and mass com- completely lost sight in one
Page
Pitt's
while the other eye was
munications and the scholar- eye,
left severely impaired.
legacy
alive
ship committee chairman.
Working
summers in coal
Arnold
said
the
fund
is
•TheFromscholarship,
page 1B
beginning at the age of
"undoubtedly one of the most mines
16, Pitt went on to earn a
established interesting at Marshall."

✓

210 17TH STREET, HUNTINGTON

ACROSS FROM MU SCIENCE BLDG.

Breakfast
Anytime
Fajita Gril s, Nachos,

1

:

I

I
I
I

Sal
a
ds,
1/
2
l
b
.
Burgers
:
ESPRESSO I 15OYo OFF WJMU-1D I
CAPPUCCINO
1

4th Soul Food
6th Rev Right Time &!st Cuzzins Of Funk/
Homunculus
7th Supafuzz/Sacfifice Isaac/Amobeman
11th Static Bastards
13th Zakiyah/Sydneys
14th Eden Street
18th Hosemobile/Schliegho
20th Mr.Tibbs/Turtle Patrol
21st Waller Dogs {Formerly Barefeet &Co)/
Nathan Whit &Chiefs Tale
27th Steel Pterodactyl/Ship Of Fools
28th Zedos/Opens For Boba Flex

GYRATIONZ

1318 4th Ave. Hunt. WV•523-7529
Tuesday..•Retro 80's
Thursday• ..College Night
Wednesday•..funky Breaks Friday•..Disco/Swing
Saturdai,..•Haus Underground

DECEMBER /2TH•••7-MARY-3
EVERYTUESDAY BAITLE OF THE BANOS
$250 CASH &PRIZES (CALL TO REGISTER)

---------------------------------------~----------~
~-------Page edited by Rebeccah Cantley
_,...,,,,,.,,
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Howard: Executives are doing their jobs
' All they need to do is ask us what we are
doing before you judge us. No one asked.
When we asked them for help on the faculty
evaluations, library dedication and the Cheli
Stover Fund, there were only afew who
helped out ... "

by JESSICA MARTIN
reporter
Student Body President
Macken~ie Howard says the
Student Government Association executives are doing
their jobs.
"I am not mad at the senate,
but I do need to defend the
executives," Howard said. "The
executives are not doing this for
their career. They get paid very
little to do a lot. I know that
some senators work very hard,
but I can count on the ex~cutives to be there when I need
them. Just because they aren't
at the meetings doesn't mean
they aren't doing their jobs."
Howard also said the senate

could not fire one of the special
projects coordinators.
"It's in the by-laws. They
can't do it. The senate voted on
the executives. If they had a
problem, they didn't say it then.
There are three bodies to SGA,
the executive, the senate and
the judiciary. They are separate
and so are we."
He said it was hard for the
executives to tell the senate
what was going on when they
were not given an opportunity
to speak on the agenda. The
senate has also not helped out
on certain projects when the
executives asked for it.
"All they need to do is ask us
what we are doing before you

judge us. No one asked. When
we asked them for help on the
faculty evaluations, library
dedication and the Cheli Stover
Fund, there were only a few
who helped out."
All senators are required to
spend five hours aweek in the

SGA office answering phones
and being available to their
constituents. Only seven senators have fulfilled the five
hours a week, while only 11
senators have filled out the
book at all.
In response to the homecom-

WASHINGTON (AP) - In
elections that will deliver two
more years of divided government in Washington, the messages of the voters may be as
mixed.
Acongressional standoff tilted toward the Republicans
would produce no mandate for
them, no franchise for the
Democrats, no clear instructions on what people want done
about President Clinton's misconduct and impeachment
accusations.
And debates, on Clinton and
on federal programs, to be
resumed where they adjourned.
Even in an improbable turn
in which the Democrats overrode history and gained control
of the House, the Senate is
securely Republican. The
House is almost as certain to
remain in GOP control.
on election-eve
ofClinton
gainingtalked
aCongress
in wnich
he could propel his programs"if we had alittle more balance
... if we had a few more
Democrats."Big ifs, too big by
most appraisals of the congressional outlook.

That outlook never was
promising for Democrats in the
off-year voting, in which the
White House party has lost
House seats every time but one
since the Civil War. Their leaders once talked of reversing the
21-seat Republican majority as
the campaign ended. Their
more realistic aim was to cut
losses
just as the
Republicans tempered their
forecasts of gains.
In the end, both parties were
trying to lower expectations,
the better to claim success, or
at least asuccessful defense.
So, for example, Sen. Mitch
McConnell, chairman of the
Senate Republican campaign
committee, said afive-seat gain
to 60 GOP senators was beyond
reach. While it was not beyond
Republican hopes, they didn't
want that to be set as their
marker.
In midterm elections since
World War II, the president's
party has lost an average of 27
House seats. Republican campaigners talked of gaining half
that number. House Speaker
Newt Gingrich has said 10 to

40 - asafe margin of error and then lowered it Monday to
six to 30.
Actually, the averages are
skewed this time, by the 52seat Republican sweep four
years ago, in the last midterm
elections, eroded only by eight
seats when Clinton won re-election in 1996.
Party gains and losses in the
new Congress will be sifted for
evidence on the mood of the
voters about impeachment proceedings, due to begin later this
month in the House Judiciary
Committee, the last business of
the old Congress.
While the impeachment
investigation is set, by House
vote, the duration and intensity
of the process is sure to be
marked by the elections. It was
not amajor issue nor, according
the pollsters, a significant
motivator among voters,
despite the late campaign
Republican TV commercials on
the scandal. Even so, the
stronger the Republicans the
greater the impetus for action
against the president.
Far from that arena,the elec-

tion of 36 governors carried a
different set of signposts, with
the strongest candidates in
both parties tending toward the
political center. Republicans
already are strong in that lineup, with 32 governors now, and
more likely after these elections. But Democrats could
claim the greatest single prize
in California, where Lt. Gov.
Gray Davis was favored to take
over.
Those state elections will
affect national ones to come the governors chosen now will
have ahand,or aveto,in determining the shape of House districts after the 2000 census.
The redistricting coming in
2001 also puts a premium on
control of state legislatures,
another arena in which
Republicans have steadily
gained. There were 46 legislatures at stake, and in half of
them, shifts of three seats or
fewer could reverse party control in one branch or the other.
Democrats control both
branches in 20 states,
Republicans in 19,with divided
control in 10.

Mackenzie
Howard,
student body president

Tuesday, Nov.3, 1998

ing parade, Howard said the
decision to cancel the parade
came from the Student
Activities and Planning Board.
The executives also contacted
Donnalee Cockrille, Dean of
Student Affairs, and Steve
Hensley, SGA adviser, who both
said to cancel it.
The executives have other
projects in the works. EA
Sports will be sponsoring a64
person Play Station
Tournament Nov.9from 5p.m.
to 11 p.m.
It is free to enter and open to
everyone. Free food and drinks
will be provided.Prizes will be
·given out to the winners.
"This is very exciting,"

Howard said. "It's alcohol free
and on campus. This is what
I'm talking about. It's a small
thing, but there's a lot of red
tape and hard work involved to
pull this off."
SGA will also be decorating
campus for homecoming.
Student organizations have
been asked to help put up billboards and signs.
Howard said he is very
pleased with how the senate is
running this semester.
"They are questioning bills
and discussing how they will
appropriate the money. That's
important considering we're
still making up from the previous session."

Messages of voters may be mixed Happy Birthday
Parthenon!
Want to become part of
~

."'t-

TheforDepartment
Residence
Services
is accepting applications for
Resident
Advisor
positions for Spring ·9~

Applications may be picked up at the front desk of
any residence hall.
or in the Department of Residence Services.

DEADLINE IS
NOVEMBER 18, 1998

Requirements include a2.3cumi/ative G
.P.A . complandetion of
two
semesters of college bl/ the time of emplo11ment
leadership abilit11.
Compensation includes afree single room.19 per-week
meal plan. small stipend. and valuable leadership experience.

Call Molly McC/ennen at 696-6208 for more information

Need Some Fast
Temporary Cash

We Make
Loansof Value
on Amost
Anything

TV • VCR • Stereo • Jewelry
watches • Computers
OUR LOANS ARE FOR 30 DAYS. YOUR LOAN WILL BE

FAST AND CONFIDENTIAL. AT THE END OF 30 DAYS
YOU MAY PAY THE LOAN AMOUNT PLUS INTEREST,
OR EXTEND YOUR LOAN FOR AN ADDITIONAL 30
DAYS. YOUR MERCHANDISE IS KEPT IN ASAFE
AND SECURE STORAGE AREA. NO LOAN IS
TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE. IF YOU HAVE NEVER
MADE APAWN LOAN BEFORE CALL US AND WE Will
ANSWER ALL YOUR QUESTIONS IN ADVANCE.

OPEN 7DAYS AWEEK
MON-SAT 9am to 9pm
SUNDAY 12-6FOR18 YEARS,

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING
CONADENTIALLOANSTO
MARSHALL STUDENTS.

Gold,~ Pawn
529-4411
1072 Adams A,·e
ll11ntin;ttm1 \\T\' ~
{9'1/ premi.u8, eapuct;Jewd,;y repauc-
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Remote Car .Starter $199.95 Installed
Excalibur Car Security System
$199.95 Installed
Street Legal Window Tinting
Starting at $29.95
Receive AFree Cartime Audio T-Shirt
wlAny Purchase Over $100
Car Stereo Sales il. Installation
Alarm Systems
Custom Wheels it Accessories
Auto Oetailing
Gift Certificates Now Available
For The Holiday Season
510 Washington Ave. Huntington, W.Va.

the 100- year tradition of
excellence in journalism
at The Parthenon?
Stop by Smi
J th Hall 311 or
call 696-6696.

Look Great tor the Gamel
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STARRING
••Jeffrey
SheenaOsborne
Easton
•
Deniece
Williams
•Philip Bailey (of Earth Wind &Fire)

2, 1998
8p.m. December
- Huntington
Civic Arena
Student Tickets On Sale Nov. 11

Full Time Students -1Free Ticket +1at Half Price
Part Time Students -2Tickets at Half Price Only
No Group Tickets Will Be Honored

~
NYlhtMIHth
M\RiWl_;

2ID' sMAX Per Student

Smith Hall, Room 160 696-6656
http://www.marshall.edu/muartser/index.html

1949 Fifth Avenue 529-BOOK
Open Saturday 9-5. Cannot be combined.
Offer valid 11-05-98 through 11-07-98 only.
1
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Campus rites honor Dr. King
Tuesda~ Nov.3, 1998

by ANN JOHNSTON

reporter
(Note: The following is an
excerpt from an article that
appeared in the April 9, 1968,
issue of The Parthenon.)
The lowering of colors to
half-staff, a demonstration,
meetings, amarch, two memorial church services and much
thinking and planning comprised the first weekend after Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.'s assassination - for many
Marshall students, white and
Negro.
Today, recognition will be
continued with a Convocation
in memory of"AMan of Peace"
at 11 a.m. and apanel discussion at 8:30 p.m. on "What
Follows'the National Mourning
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr."
The Convocation will be student directed while the panel
discussion, organized by Dr.
Howard Slaatte, professor of
philosoph~ and department
chairman, will feature students, faculty members and
civic leaders.
After hasty planning Thursday
night by campus and town

Negroes immediately following
the first announcement of the
Memphis, Tenn., tragedy,
about 70 students met at 9:30
a.m. Friday to request
President Stewart H. Smith to
lower the United States flag in
front of Old Main to half staff.
President Smith said then
that he was unable to give permission because of the manual
of flag regulations.
The students, upset because
they felt Dr. King was without
question a national leader,
returned to the Campus Christian Center Chapel to discuss
their course of action.
They decided to call Gov.
Hulett C. Smith for permission
to lower the flag and, upon calling, found he was in the
process of preparing a statement, containing the provision
the flags be lowered until after
Dr. King's funeral today.
The group represented by
seniors John Kinney,
Wheeling, and Jim McDowell,
Huntington, returned to Dr.
Smith with their information
and the suggestion of the Rev.
George L. Sublett, Baptist
campus pastor, that there be

campus participation in the
ceremony because "everyone
suffered this loss."
President Smith, confirming
the release time of the gover•
nor's statement, agreed to a
11:50 a.m. ceremony and
Parthenon extras were distributed to inform the campus.
Meanwhile, at approximately 11 a.m., word reached cam•
pus that adowntown store was
flying aConfederate flag.
Feeling this a direct insult,
about 20 students walked
down, removed the flag and
gave it to the school's proprietor. No incidents occurred.
Capt. Paul K. Bloss of the
campus security force estimated the student-administration•
faculty crowd at the brief 11:15
a.m. memorial service at
between 900 and 1,000.
The ceremony in memorial to
Dr. King consisted of lowering
the flag by aROTC color guard
followed by the playing of taps.
Afterwards,
several
remained afew extra minutes
in silence, but most soon
walked slowly away.
The following statement was
released by Kinney at that time:

JFK comes to Huntington diner

"We, the concerned Negro
students of Marshall University, are deeply saddened at
the loss of a distinguished
world leader and humanitarian, the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
"We regret that the world
must lose agreat leader before
it realizes his greatness.
"We express our heartfelt
sympathy to his family and we
hope that His Dream will soon
come true."
Kinney, seeming to be the
weekend leader of campus
Negroes, was asked what he
had planned for later that day.
"I've just got to think for a
while," he said. "I don't want
this thing to become athing of
hate. All my life I have
believed in non-hate, but this
idea was shattered with Dr.
King's assassination.
"Dr. King had a dream of
non-hate and Iadmired him so
much. Now Ihave to readjust
my thinking and my life. I
have to think so that I won't
do anything that I've always
Filephoeo
fought against. Ihave to read- Campus Christian Center Bible and cross wear shroud mourn•
Ing the death of the Rev. Or. King.
just my dreams."

Barlenon takes humorous look at society
by JOHN BLANKENSHIP

(Note: The following is an
article that appeared in the
April 24, 1968, issue of The
Parthenon.)
Anew type of entertainment
was experienced in Huntington Monday when the
"Barfenon Revue," part of
"IMPACT 68," was presented.
Opening "off-off-campus" on
the second floor of Fraternal
Hall at 12th Street and 4th
Avenue, the program featured
a series of skits, songs and
dances.
Performances will run nightly at 8:15 through Saturday
except Friday when they will
be given at 7and 9p.m.
Some of the issues. of the program involve civil rights, camPhoto coul1eay Jaci< DICicmson
pus
politics, Vietnam, academJohn F. Kennedy talks with Jack Kessick and Bob Ledbetter at the 17th Street Lunch In ic freedom,
social mores, polluHuntington before the 1960 presidential primary.
tion, motherhood and numerous other phases of life.
The program was mainly a

BULLETIN

(Note: The following is abulletin posted by The Parthenon throughout campus on Nou. 22,
1963.)
The Associated Press has reported that two priests who administered last rites reported the
President Kennedy death. Government sources have confirmed this, as has CBS News.
Governor Connally of Texas was shot in the chest as the President's cavalcade left the downtown
area of Dallas, Texas. Last rites were administered in the emergency room of Parkland Hospital.
Initial reports to police gave asketchy description of aman believed to have been the gunman. They
began asearch for awhite man, about 30 years ofage, ofslender build and weighing about 165 pounds.
An official report said President Kennedy died at 1p.m. CST. Mrs. Kennedy was by the president
when he was shot.

Man'by JOHNs evolMASLAND
ution - lr"Today
om seamanto stands
land - short
to plorder,acenta
space
here in the womb?

(Note: The following is an editorial that appeared in the July
31, 1967, issue of The
Parthenon. )
Space exploration has been,
particularly in the past several
days, publicized as the greatest
adventure of the human mind,
body, and spirit. Indeed the
past decade has seen man take
his first unsteady steps toward
his destiny, for we who are alive
today are witnessing a fundamental step in evolution that is
comparable to the emergence,
eons ago, onto land of the first
lifeforms from the sea.
But there are those within
our society who have stated
that the space program "costs
too much;" we should have a
different sense of priorities, or
"if God had intended for man to
go to the moon (space) He
would have placed a ladder
there." Those, whether here in
the U.S. or elsewhere around
the world, who subscribe to this
view either cannot or do not
want to face the implications of

on the threshold of
his most challenging
frontier -that of survival."
John
Masland,
Ventnor, N.J.,
graduate student

the time in which they are living. The issue which confronts
mankind today is avery simple
one - survival.
Man cannot survive without
a frontier. Historically, the
absence of a frontier has pre•
ceded the decline of nations,
social orders, and religions.
Today man stands on the
threshold of his most challenging frontier - that of survival.
The question now is will man
move out into the universe, live
and meet his destiny there, or
will he remain and perish, in

Mankind today has no options
open, he must evolve out into
the Creation.
Man has survived this long
because of the belief that we
reside in apurposeful and logical universe, and to believe
that mankind has evolved to do
nothing but feed and clothe his
body is an anathema to that
belief. Certainly during the
first cause the seeds were sown
that gave man ·the intellectual
and moral ability to branch out
into that Creation.
But now some would deny
the seed water, and a seed
without water will not produce
life. The earth cannot support
life as we know it indefinitely,
thus man is faced with the task
of bringing the seed to fruition.
By doing so he will insure that
his kind may survive the traumas of birth. If he does not
evolve into the universe he will
be a miscarriage in that hostile environment which surrounds him.

commentary on life in the form
of asatirical review. Its meaning embraced just about everything concerning contemporary
problems. The dialogue originated largely in the characters,
occasionally being impromptu.
The style of the play was considered new for the city, similar
to many "off-off-Broadway" productions in New York.
Ideas stemming from the
program had no central point
of focus, but directed satire in
every direction.
Also, special emphasis was
centered on racial problems
and human togetherness.
In addition, various types of
self-expression were employed.
Questions concerning love,
both natural and unnatural,
were thoroughly discussed.
The biggest sensation of the
program probably was the skit
testifying to the legitimacy of
long hair in modern society.
For this purpose, the group

pointed out that many Biblical
and political heroes were given
to similar convictions.
Among the 33 scenes are
Charles Swanson in his role o(
a fictitious lawman named
"Kleenex" who vows vengeance
on all the "weirdos and atheists who hang around the MU
Christian Center."
Also, Pat Freeman sang a
poignant love song entitled
"Frank Mills," while wearing a
white crash helmet, a gold
chain and aleather jacket with
"Hells Angels" on the back.
Sue Bisset gave a performance as a waitress in the
"Farshall Student Union•
where checks are cashed only
between 11 and 11:15 a.m. and
3and 3:15 p.m. and "only with
avalid Farshall ID card."
The program is produced and
ditected by Charles Billings,
associate professor in speech,
and will run thoughout the
IMPACT 68 week.
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Short
but
memorable
Tim R. Massey rernembers being editor
by TIM R. MASSEY

When Ilook at The Parthenon
these days with its slick editing and color photographs, I
can remember when things
were much different.
Iwas aproud member of The
Parthenon staff from 1964 to
1968. At that time the
Journalism Department .was
located in two rooms in the
basement of the James Morrow
Library. AHuntington print
shop printed The Parthenon,
and we wrote everything on a
typewriter. Those were the
days when all you needed for
journalism classes was copy
paper, apaste pot and apencil.
After serving as sports editor
of The Parthenon for three
years, I was named editor for
the fall semester of 1967. I
served in that position for possibly the shortest tenure in the
newspaper's long history.
My time at the helm lasted
about a month. I reluctantly
resigned because I was working full time at The Herald-

Dispatch at night and was finishing up my education degree
as a student teacher at
Barboursville. I just couldn't
devote the time the job
demanded.
David Peyton, the managing
editor, took over as editor during those interesting times
when the Vietnam War was
raging and student dissent was
rampant, even at Marshall
University.
Those were the days when W.
Page Pitt and Bill Francois
were our guiding lights. Icame
to Marshall for the greatest of
all reasons. I was impressed
with the way Pitt looked in
Marshall yearbook photos.
I thought anybody who
looked like Santa Claus had to
have alot of knowledge to pass
along.
What I discovered was that
Pitt was indeed a man worth
meeting. Although legally blind,
he had an amazing zest for life
and a wonderful sense of
humor. But, the real strength of
the Journalism Department in

those days was Francois, an outstanding man who got down in
the trenches with students and
challenged them to swim
against the current.
Pitt taught me some real
nuggets for covering abeat. He
said a good reporter had to
learn something about his news
sources to break down the barriers. I remember he told us
that aformer university comptroller had an earthworm farm.
"When you see him, ask him
about his worms," Pitt told us.
"Then you can ask him about
the Marshall budget."
I have found that to be sage
advice, something Iuse to this
day.
But, Francois was a man of
principles. He encouraged us to
take the high road in issues
such as civil rights and other
controversial subjects of the
time. He also had tough, even
unfair, standards. If he didn't
think you would be acredit to
Marshall, there was no way you
could get through his classes.

On the other hand, if you met
his standards he would go to
bat for you when he needed to.
Francois named me editor
because I spoke out against
some Students for aDemocratic
Society (SDS) who wanted to
take over The Parthenon and
make it apolitical sheet. If the
SDS had its way, The
Parthenon would have been a
voice against the Vietnam War
and little else.
Fortunately, that didn't happen.
Also, Itook ajob as an intern
at The Cincinnati Enquirer
even though Iwould have been
paid more to stay in Huntington
and write for The HeraldDispatch. The editorship was a
reward for my loyalty.
I regret to this day that I
couldn't serve out my term as
editor of The Parthenon. The
experience probably would
have been more valuable than
the full time experience working at The Herald-Dispatch.

5B

MU office gets computer

Moving the first parts of the IBM computer into the basement of Old Main Monday were these employees of Try-Me
Transfer Co., {left to right) Millard Perdue, Tom Hodge,
Charles Shannon and Harvey Black. This section of the
computer is the 407 Accounting Machine, according to
Ray Cumberledge, assistant registrar.

"Project
X" printscommunications,
the news
before it happens
by TED DICKINSON
was in a keep passers-by from finding
report.er
How did the Parthenon
print same-day news in 1961,
when "desktop computer" was
an oxymoron? The news was
printed before it happened.
The Parthenon was the first
to report the Legislature's vote
on making Marshall auniversity. An tabloid-size page was
distributed througout campus
within minutes after the vote
was finalized.
Dr. Ralph J. Turner, professor of journalism and mass

reporting class when the news
broke in spring of 196lt The
reporting professor, Bill
Francois, decided that the
Parthenon should scoop all the
other media on the approval of
the name change. The operation
even had aname: Project X.
The students and professor
decided to print the extra edition in advance at Commercial
Printing Co., in the 700 block
of Seventh Avenue. The group
wanted the entire process to
be secret, so the windows of
the print shop were covered to

out the news.
The papers had to be kept in
hiding until the news broke, so
a rather unorthodox storage
system was devised.
"We stored the papers in the
trunk of my 1960 Pontiac,"
Turner said.
"We retrieved The Parthenon
'Extra Edition' from my
trunk and reporters and editors distributed them all over
campus."
If only every issue of the
Parthenon could be published
aweek in advance ...

me what classes Iwould be taking this semester. Itold her I'd
be taking Journalism 301, writing for The Parthenon. Almost
as an afterthought, she said,
' You know your father wrote
for The Parthenon."
Sure enough, when I next
talked to him, he said he wrote
for The Parthenon in 1965.
Bylines were scarce in those
days, so I wasn't able to find
any.arli,cles with his name on
them.
My father admits that he
can't even remember what he
wrote about when he was at
The Parthenon. The only vivid
memories he had of his experience were of W. Page Pitt.
"Pitt was legally• blind," he
said. "He had to have agraduate student read him every-

thing we wrote."
While this would seem to
detach Pitt from his students,
Dickinson said he could eventually tell his students apart.
"About halfway through the
semester," Dickinson said, "he
could tell who we were by our
voices."
Even though Dickinson is
now a self-employed systems
analyst, he is still writing. He
has written several books on
the Civil War in West Virginia,
one of which was published by
the very university he wrote for
so many years ago.
He has no delusions about his
editing skills though. Whenever
he has aparagraph to revise or
achapter to proofread, he hands
it off to me.
And Ithank him for it.

and photo appeared in the Feb.
28, 1964, issue of The
Parthenon.)
What happens when you
get aBeatle haircut?
Mike Taylor, Ceredo freshman, has had occasion to find
out.
About a month and a half
ago he visited his barber, who
said, "I guess you want a
Beatle haircut?"
"No," said Taylor, "I want a
bush haircut, like Butch
Clark's."
"That'll look like a Beatle
File photo
the barber said.
Mike Taylor and his haircut... haircut,"
"Cost the same?"
"Bugging me to death"
"Well, the Beatle haircut

"Forget it and give me a
bush cut."
"Tell you what I'll do," said
the barber expansively. "I'll
give you aBeatle haircut and
charge you the regular price."
That's how the freshman
came to sport the newest look
atop the head. The result?
"Everyboay's bugging me to
death," Taylor said. "At the
Eastern Kentucky basketball
game the fans would shout,
'Hey, Beatle!' They do the
same thing in the Student
Union. Just bugging me to
death ..."
Isn't that the reason for
having aBeatle haircut?
Well....

Parthenon reporting spans generations
by TED DICKINSON

reporter
In the 1960s, America celebrated the life and death of a
president. It witnessed the murder of acivil rights leader. It
welcomed the British Invasion,
invaded Vietnam, and feared
Soviet invasion.
And, no less significant to me
at least, aDickinson wrote for
The Parthenon.
I thought that I would be
leaving the footsteps of my
father when I changed majors
fr9m computer science to print
journalism. Jack Dickinson is
a27 year veteran of IBM and
the last person Iwould expect
to write for anewspaper.
I didn't even find out until
this August. My mother asked

First Beatie haircut(Note:stirThes following
up somearticlestudent
reaction
costs $1.85."
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by KILLY
DONAHUE
wire editor

Ifind myself taking aminute
to stop and stare.
I used to hurry along, never
really paying much attention to
the fountain at the Memorial
Student Center, but as I read
the stories of the 1970 plane
crash Ifind it has more meaning to me.
It symbolizes atragedy that
many students of today rarely
think of. It has been 27 years,
but what happened on Nov. 16,
1970 is part of Marshall history
that should never be forgotten.
"No one is untouched," read
the headline that accompanied
astory for the Nov. 18, · 1970,
memorial edition of The
Parthenon.
'lhday I find that headline
still rings true, no one is

Page edited by Kelly Donahue

untouched by the tragedy of
1970.
The plane crash claimed the
lives of 76 passengers, 37 of
them Marshall football players.
It was an unbelievable loss.
Classmates, teammates, boyfriends, professors, parents,
coaches and even the sports
editor for The Parthenon, Jeff
Nathan, died in the crash.
As I read the stories, I was
thrown back in time to that
horrible day. The words and
pictures captured me.
Although, I was still just a
glimmer in my father's eye
when the crash happened, I
was moved to tears as I read
about the unbelievable tragedy
and heartache that struck the
university on that fateful day.
Classes were canceled as
Marshall, West Virginia and
the nation grieved for those

who perished.
President Nixon even wrote
to the University President
Donald N. Dedmon to express
his sorrow, 7,000 gathered at
the field house to reflect and
pray for those who were lost
and their survivors.
It was best summarized as to
how the university reacted to
the crash in aquote by Mike
Gant that read, "There is no
one untouched. There is no one
who can hear of this and not
feel sorrow and grief. And we,
the students, feel the pain so
deeply that we cry ... and cry ...
and wonder how, and why."
The next time you hurry by
the fountain, rushing to grab a
bite to eat between classes, stop
and think about those 76 men
and women who lost their lives
supporting Marshall University and the football team.

file pholo

Aplaque at the bottom of the fountain reads: They shall live
on In the hearts of their families and friends forever. And this
memorial records their loss to the university and to the community

No one is uritouched
(Note: the following
excerpts were taken from
an article that appeared In
the Nov 18, 1970, lnue of
the Parthenon.}
by TOMMIE DENNY
News editor

Smoke billows from the wreckage of the plane crash that killed 76 passengers.

File pholo

To the President of
Marshall University, Dr.
Donald N. Dedmon:
Mrs. Nixon and I want
to express our deepest
sympathy to the families
and friends of the victims
ofThere
the tragic
crash.comis butairlittle
fort in words at a time
like this. But our
thoughts are with those
who grieve the loss of
their loved ones. We pray
that God may arm them
with the strength and
courage to bear the
anguish of a misfortune
that
touches
hearts of
all their
fellowthecitizens.
Richard Nixon

' There is no one untouched,"
said Mike Gant. And looking at
the 7,000 people attending the
community memorial service at
the field house he was right.
Asilence hung as deep as the
deep as the feeling as the whole
university city. It was unlike
any other event that took place
in the huge auditorium- the
basketball
the concerts,
the dances.games,
But the
boosters
were still there. Only this time
their
heads
were
bowed,
cheeks tear stained, and their
their
thoughts turned to prayer.
' We cry and cry, and wonder
how and why," said Gant.

"Something is m1ssmg and ...
and we feel it so very deeply. We
shared that which is the most
precious thing we have ever
shared- ourselves."
Gov. Arch Moore Jr. eulogized
the football team as "beautiful
young people."He said members
of the squad had dedicated
themselves to Marshall, to us,
and to the state of West
Virginia."
Acting President Donald N.
Dedmon reminded mourners
that
"lifeadoesn'
leaving
mark."t vanish without
And those who died leave a
mark on us- amark of excellence. On our hearts, in our
minds, and around our campus.
The Rev. Charles H. Smith
grasped the emotions of the
audience in a scripture "for
every time there is aseason."
Throughout the service the
grim silence was disturbed only
by uncontrollable sobs as well

as soft, silent crying.
andFamilies,
communityfriends
membersstudents
joined
together in services. But everyone took note of the one certain
delegationthethatmemorial
entered seconds
before
began.
Representatives of East
Carolina University entered
with asad reminder of the previous day- the game football.
Their
president
watched
solemnly from
the platform.
Ohio University President
Claude R. Sowle and provost
Robert Savage headed aparty of
officials from that school.
Secretary of state John D.
Rockefeller IV was present to
share in the mourning.
The service ended with a
prayerful song and then another
gaping silence.
"O God, our help in ages past,
Our hope for years to come, Be
thou our guide while in life shall
last, And our eternal home."

Former editor recalls crash and memorial Parthenon
by KELLY DONAHUE

to an all time low and Marshall
wire editor
got its first coed dormitory. The
war had a big impact on
It has left alasting impres- Marshall students.
sion on him.
The '70's were filled with
From 1970 to 1971 Wayne interesting stories but there is
Faulkner served as editor but one that stands out in
he was involved in different Faulkner's mind.
ways with the paper before tak- "The crash of 1970 is what
ing the editorial position.
dominated everything during
"As ajournalism major every- my time as editor," Faulkner
one had to be involved with the said. "We lost our sports editor,
Parthenon," Faulkner said. "It Jeff Nathan, in the crash. It
was an incredible experience. It was so tragic for everyone but
helped me immensely. It put The Parthenon staff had to put
students in an environment the grief and shock aside to put
that was similar to adaily pro- out the memorial edition. We
fessional newspaper. It was worked incredibly hard, it was
hands on and emphasized the from the heart."
practical."
Anyone who goes back and
During Faulkner's four year reads The Parthenon during
involvement with the Parthe- that time is still touched by
non he said alot changed from stories that were told of the
the time when he arrived in crash, Faulkner said. It was a
1968 to 1972 when he graduat- reflection of people's feelings at
ed.
that moment in time. It's a
"I arrived on campus seeing snapshot of the entire mood of
guys dressed in khakis and the university.
girls dressed preppy, but when Although the crash dominatI left I saw people corning to . ed much of the 70s there was
class barefoot and in tie dyes," only one thing Faulkner could
Faulkner said.
recall that he wished he would
It was a whole attitude have handled differently.
change. The Greek system fell "During an election, we had

ar~porter demonstrate how the
elections were faulty,"
Faulkner said. One person
could vote more than once. The
student
governmentvotes.
had Theno
way
of regulating
Parthenon then pushed for the
election to be overturned and it
was"I done.
just wish I was more
mature about the situation,"
Faulkner said.
"The guy who had won originally
election
did not win
againinandthethat
still bothers
me.
We
did
not
know
if
anyone
had
actually cheated but we pushed
for the overturning. I wish I
would have just wrote an editorial that dealt with the election
problems before it got out of
hand."
Keeping that one regret in
mind
to futureFaulkner
editors.offered advice
"Be mature and don't get
caught up in the thinking that
most college kids have."
College kids think they know
it all but we are all just learning, Faulkner said.
Faulkner now works for the
Chicago Tribune as editor of
the Business, Finance news
edition.

Retro ads from the '70s
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Fire and emergency crews sift through the remains of the airplane that carried the 1970
football team, as well as other passengers.
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Memorlal student center opens

(Note:The following excerpts
were taken from from articles
published by the Parthenon in
September of 1971.)
Anew era in social activities
on campus will begin Monday
with the opening of the new
$4 million plus Memorial
Student Center.
Another era will end tonight
with the closing of the
Shawkey Student Union, center of social life since 1933.
Dr. Donald Carson, assistant to the president, said
Thursday there will be aribbon cutting ceremony at 8: 45
Monday to offic!ally open the

new center.
Robert G. Bradley, purchasing director, said, "Students
are really going to be proud of
this building. After the opening ceremony students will be
free to enter the cafeteria."
Prices for the recreational
facilities will be 25 cents an
hour for table tennis; $1 hour
for billiards; .45 cents per person for bowling with .15 cents
charge for rental shoes.
"These prices may seem
steep to many, said W. Don
Morris, director of the
Shawkey union, "but the center is self supporting and to

stay open 17 hours a day
takes alot of personnel."
Students wasted no time
Monday in taking advantage
of the new Memorial Student
Center as hundreds jammed
the cafeteria, lounges and
game rooms. "Very enchanting," "beautiful" and "wow"
were some of the comments.
Many were there to just look
around while others joined in
the activities. Be it agame of
bowling in the basement, listening to music via special
earphones in the music listening room or standing in aline
at the cafeteria.

Page edited by Kelly Donahue

(Note; The following excerpts
were taken from aOct. 9, 1971,
issue of the Parthenon.)
by WAYNE FAULKNER

editor
Approximately 25 persons
were arrested, booked and
arraigned early this morning in
connection with an outbreak of
disturbances in the 1500 block
of Fourth Avenue.
The 25 were charged with
unlawful assembly and riot following the disturbance which
Huntington Mayor Robert
Hinerman declared a riot at
the scene.
The outbreak of bottle and
brick throwing, and the setting
of small fires in the street came
the same day agroup of per-

sled in riot

Police pushed the
crowd of students
onto the campus
using tear gas .

students onto the campus using
tear gas.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
dean of personnel programs,
Michael Gant, student body
president, and another person
describing himself as aformer
drug addict, pleaded with the
crowd to disperse.
The former dope addict said,
"You're fighting for the wrong
things. I've been down the drug
alley and it's abad trip."
Despite pleas from Curris and
Gant, who asked the student to
meet at the student union, the
crowd did not disperse.
According to Capt. Azel T.
Bryant, chief of investigation,
by 2a.m. the situation stabilized with additional scattered arrests in the 16th
Street and Fifth Avenue ~rea.
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Multi-level
parking in
ten
years
Some things never change

(Note: The following was
taken from an article in the
Oct. 5, 1971, issue of the
Parthenon.)
sons including three Marshall
By PAMELA THOMAS
students were arrested in a
reporter
drug raid.
Damage was reported to busiThe
long
and winding road
nesses near the scene of the disthat leads to aparking space
turbances.
near
campus
apparently will
City and the sheriff's police
remain just as long and windmoved into the area after
ing
as
ever.
Mayor Hinerman announced
Only 660 permit parking
over abull horn that, "Ihereby
spaces are provided by
declare this anot and I order
Marshall
for 9,000 students
you to disperse." Several conand faculty.
tainers of tear gas were report"I know this is aproblem,"
edly used to disperse the crowd.
said Joseph S. Soto, director
of plant operations, "and it
Police pushed the crowd of
doesn't ever seem to lessen in
severity. The more spaces provided the more students show
up"Parking
with cars.has alow priority
at Marshall and most funds
are earmarked for other purposes," he added.
Soto estimated it will be at
least 10 years before multilevel parking could be provided in the immediate area.
Meter parking also is a
problem. Because of the time
limits, many students either
run to feed the meter between
classes or get parking tickets.
Earl Duff, Huntington traffic director, said he seriously
doubts meters could be
removed because they are
"conveniences to businesses
and the general public, not
Marshall students."
More than 3,000 new spaces
are in construction, however,
by the Huntington Urban
Renewal Authority, with
2,200 expected to be completJohn Denver comes to Charleston after his 'Country Roads' ed
within two years. .
song hits No. 2.

John Denver comes to Charleston

(Note; The following excerpts were taken from an morning we were impressed with its beauty.One
article published in the Aug. 31, 1971, issue of night after an appearance in Washington, D.C.,
the Parthenon.)
we came up with the song. We knew it was going
be ahit but nothing like this.
"Country Roads leads to fame" to "We
presented the song to RCA which liked it
enough
make it asingle. Then, they reconsid"Wow this really freaks me out. This is the first ered andto almost
pulled it off the market. But,
recording I have made that ever had such suc- with alot of hard work
them to see
cess. 'Country Roads' is now number two on the what the song could do weandconvinced
it became almost an
national charts and is expected to be released in instant hit," he said.
England, Spain, Italy and France, next week." The song has gotten unbelievable air play.
This statement was ~ade by John Denver,
you turn on the radio, you hear
singer and composer of 'Country Roads' a hit 'Everywhere
Country Roads,' Ithink that is really great.
which has now sold over 1,400,000 copies.
"There
are
many
things that go into ahit song,
Denver made a concert appearance in
'Country Roads' has all the elements. It is
Charleston Sunday as part of Homecoming 71,a and
nostalgic
but
not
really
sad. We tried to make
program to urge West Virginians to return home West Virginia aplace to come
home to."
to their native state. .
Denver
also
plans
to
a new record
In an interview before the concert, Denver album mOctober. The newrelease
album
will be afolexplainedhe wrote a song dealing with W
est low up to the album in which ',Country
Virginia. "We visited th~ state on tours several appeared. Denver laughed and said "All Roads'
times and when we'd be traveling early in the because asong about West Virginia...." of this
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Marco gets new, 'athletic' look

Page edited by Rebeccah Cantley
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(NOTE: The following story too many buffalo hunts, Marco
was taken from the October 30, says the old hide was just too
1984, issue of The Parthenon.) worn to wear. The new "uniform" looks more like afootball
by DAVID MILLER
outfit.old A
definite
changestreamfrom
reporter
the
up. More
lined, sofurtoget
speak.
In case you hadn't noticed, "It was just so torn- and
there is anew look on the old uncomfortable something had
look that roams the Fairfield to be done," the living legend
himself said. "So we came up
Stadium
this fall.
And while
the question in
newwere
duds."
previous years was "What is with
Newtheduds
imperative for
that
furry
animal
on
the
sidethe
Tri-State'
s favorite bison
lines?"
this
year'
s
question
is
this
year
as
he
may
"What is that furry animal on for several firsts. be in line
the
"One reason
I decidedsaid,to "isbe
tightsidelines
pants?" doing in those Marco,"
this buffalo
The reason for the confusion? because it's agreat wat to show
Marco
the mascot,
buffalo, that
staplehisof itschool
thought
asideline
has shed
wouldspirit,
be funandto Igoalso
on the
road
fur
for
a
new
athletic
look.
Yes,
with
the
football
and
basketball
you
read
correctly.
A
new
athletteams.
I
could
be
the
first
buffaic look. Apparently the victim of lo to ride aGreyhound, or the

first buffalo to ride first-class on
ajet, or Icould even be the first
buffalo
island ofthe
Hawaii,
if I get onto the
accompany
basketball
team
in
its
Hawaiian
trip."
Certainly that would be quite
an achievement for this native
·of the prairie, but when he left
his home on the range to take
the job of Marshall mascot he
·knew it was not all chips and
dip.
"It's a lot of work,
"he said.
"Your
run-of-the-mill
buffaloregular
just doesn'
t interact
with people well enough. Ialso
have to help spot for the cheerleaders
routines.
But
they helponmetheir
as much
as Ihelp
them. Iwould be one lonely buffalo grazing
out
there if it
weren'
t for the
cheerleaders."
Although
Marco
is not exactly

"... I've been called
everything from a
goat to acow. ."

Marco
ugly (as buffalo go), his biggest
ofproblem
him. is the fans' perception
"I know Marco's been the
mascot for many years, but I've
been called everything from a
goat to acow,"he snorted. Ijust
don'tunderstand it."
Perhaps part of the problem
is that Marco has a face that
only amother buffalo or aHerd
fan could love, and it doesn't
seem as if there are as many of
either as there used to be.
the buffalo

RETRO AD
photo by Jeff Seager

Marco shows off.his new athletic-looking uniform during a
recent Thundering Herd-football contest in 1984. The new "uniform" looks more like a.football outfit.

An01her chapter
has been written
in history of MU

(NOTE: The following unsigned editorial was taken
from an issue of The
Parthenon dated May 2,
1986.)
Marshall University will
soon bid farewell to two of
the most distinctive personalities to ever grace this campus.
Grace Haeberle, administrative assistant to the president, and Sam Clagg, chairman of the Department of
Geography, are retiring after
long dedicated careers at the
university. Both have served
the university for more than
40years. Both are Marshall
graduates, and while they
could easily have gone on to
better and brighter careers
in other places, they chose to
stay at Marshall.
Their unfailing dedication
to this university is to highly
a,pplauded. They not only
worked here; they distinguished themselves.
Clagg has written for
numerous publications and is
best known for his book, "The
Cam Henderson Story." He
also makes maps of West
Virginia, the most recent of
which appears in most history and geography classrooms.
He also served as interim
university president after
former president Robert B.
Hayes was forced to resign.
Clagg is knows as a disciplinarian. But he adhered to
his own strict standards,
always, preparing for class
and striving to improve as a
professor, even after numerous years of teaching. He is
highly respected among faculty, administrators and students.
Although he will continue
to serve on the sesquicentennial committee, he will for
the most part, be retired. The
same applies to Haeberle,
who has agreed to work on
special projects for President
Dale F. Nitzshcke.
Haeberle's delightful personality and expert planning

SAM CLAGG
skills will be sorely missed in
the president's office. Unlike
many executive secretaries,
Haeberle always finds away
to fit into the schedule those
who need to see the president. With unusual accuracy,
Haeberle knows how long
each appointment will last,
no matter what the appointment book says. She has a
sixth sense for knowing just
when a Parthenon reporter
can catch the president. This
she does with the same pleasant, happy-go-lucky attitude
for which she is famous.
Haeberle and Clagg - who,
incidentally, are good friends,
- were acquainted with such
Marshall greats as W. Page
Pitt. They tell humble tales
of admiration and respect for
the people Haeberle terms
"legends of Marshall
University."
Whether they realize it or
not, they too are "legends" of
Marshall University. And
with their departure another
chapter in the history of
Marshall is written.
We, at The Parthenon, wish
Clagg and Haeberle a long
and fulfilling retirement, and
we thank them for their 40
some years of faithful service
to t4e university.
Indeed, you will be missed.
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Working the
night
shift
Staff works

Governor announces
university stadium
(NOTE: The following article
appeared in the Sept. 13, 1988
issue ofThe Parthenon, announcing the construction of the
Marshall University Stadium)
by Mary A. Lovejoy
reporter
The stadium wait is almost
over.
Gov. Arch A. Moore Jr.
announced Monday his proposal
for the new football stadium at
Marshall. Included in this pack-·
age, would be $30 million to go
toward the financing of the stadium and $20 million to go
toward improvements at seven
other public colleges, including
$2 million for continued renovation of Marshall's Science
Building.
Also, Moore said the money
would not come from araise in
student fees but by refinancing
the Board of Regents' estimated
$126 million in bond projects.
Moore made his announcement
in an unprecedented appearance
before the board.
While Regent Tom Craig said
refinancing would be cheaper
than selling individual bonds-for
the stadium and the other projects, some regents and state officials said before there is any
action there is aneed to determine the cost of Moore's proposal.
The location east of Twentietli
Street was again emphasized by

Moore. Moore added the state
can begin buying property as
soon as possible at avalue independently appraised. However,
Moore said if necessary the state
will condemn the property so
construction can begin in the
spring.
And while President Dale F.
Nitzschke estimated it would be
two and one-half to three years
before completion of the stadium. Some merchants are already
planning on how and where to
relocate.
One store owner, who never was
opposed to the thought ofthe stadmm, but did not want to relocate because of business reasons,
is relieved that the wait is over.
"This makes it (the new stadium
site) seem official," said Mary
Jones, owner of Pizza World
located on the corner of
Twentieth Street and Third
Avenue.
"Ifl get enough money, I'll relocate closer to campus, but at this
time, Ijust have to wait and see
how much money I'll receive,"
Jones said.
Jones said for five years
Marshall has been considering
the preferred site for the stadium and for five years she has
been in limbo. "I've waited to
make improvements and additions to the store, but I didn't
want to sink money into the
business and then lose it," Jones
said.
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problems. The older generation
you get in here is really cool,"
Daughtery said.
Bonnie L. Roark and Sandy
James said they often come
here
they work the late
(Note: The Parthenon editors shift after
at the Fifth Avenue
spent a night on the town to Shoney'
s
.
report what goes on after the ' You get a variety of cuslights go out. The following is a tomers.
people come in to
story from the seven-page spe- sober up.Many
The law hangs out
cial that ran Tuesday, Feb. 7, here
alot, too," Roark said.
1988).
"Sometimes the guys will
by Jill Zegeer
leave you alone and sometimes
reporter
they don't. Once Iwas in here
and there was aguy sitting at
It's 4 a.m. Friday and the another
table talking about me
crowd shuffles in.
wearing tube socks," Roark
Coffee and conversation have said.
flowed freely every night for · James said the strangest
over 25 years at Dwight's thing that ever happened to
Restaurant, located at First her was "a guy came over once
Street and Sixth Avenue. and started eating my food."
Randy Travis plays frequently
s, with its tan booths
on a jukebox that has every- Dwight'
flowered wallpaper, looks
thing from Guns and Roses to and
like the type of place Andy
George Jones.
bring Helen
Dennis K. Daugherty, New Griffithonwould
adate ...
Martinsville senior, said he has Crump
times are from
been coming to Dwight's for ten 3:30Theto busiest
5:30 a.m. and 11 p.m. to
years.
"It's aplace I can sit in and 1a.m.
The waitresses, who are
get ready for sleep and tomor- dressed
in white uniforms prorow," Daughtery said, over coffee and a plate of fried fish, vide prompt, friendly, service ...
It's 5:30 a.m. The waitress
french fries and onion rings. vacuums
and wishes the cus"People here are used to Sfeing the diversity of customers, tomers a good night as the
so you don't tend to run into leave.

after hours

Ille photo

Students who complain about parking today may not realize
that students for decades have had the same complaint. Above,
former Huntington Police Chief Gil Kleinecht talks with student
Larry Bruce about his parking problems. Some things never
change.

Co
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Children ol the
'80s look back

We are the children of the
Eighties. We are not the first
"lost generation" nor today's
lost generation.
In fact, we think we know just
where we stand -or are discovering it as we speak.
We are the ones who played
with Lego Building Blocks
when they were just building
blocks and gave Malibu Barbie
crew cuts with safety scissors
that never really cut.
We collected Garbage Pail
Kids MyandLittle
Cabbage
and
PoniesPatch
and Kids
Hot
Wheels and He-Man action figures and thought She-Ra
looked. just, a little bit like I
would when Iwas awoman.
Big Wheels and bicycles with
streamers were the way to go,
and sidewalk chalk was all you
needed to build a city.
Imagination was the key.
It made the Ewok Tree house
big enough for you to be Luke
and the kitchen table 'and an
old sheet dark enough to be a
tent in the forest.
Your world was the backyard
and it was all you needed. With
your pink portable tape player,
Debbie Gibson sang back up to
you and everyone wanted a
skirt like the Material Girl and
aglove like Michael Jackson's.
Today, we are the ones who
sing along with Bruce
Springsteen and The Bangles
perfectly and have no idea why.
We recite lines with the
Ghostbusters and still look to
the Goonies for agreat adventure.
We flip through T.V. stations
and stop at The ATeam and
Knight Rider and Fame and
laugh with The Cosby Show
and Family Ties and Punky
Brewster and what you talkin'
'bout Willis?
We hold strong affections for
The Muppets and The Gummy
Bears and why did they take
the Smurfs off the air?
After school specials were
only about cigarettes and stepfamilies, the Pokka Dot Door
was nothing like Barney, and
aren't the Power Rangers just
Voltron reincarnated?
We are the ones who still read
Nancy Drew and the Hardy
Boys, the Bobbsey Twins,
Beverly Clearly and Judy
Blume, Richard Scary and the
Electric Company. Friendship
bracelets were ties you couldn't
break and friendship pins went
on shoes - preferably hightop
Velcro Reeboks - and pegged
jeans were in, as were Units
belts and layered socks and

Eventhoughthe MaterialGirl
has changed her lookand
soundfor the90s,sheIs still a
childofthe80s.
jean jackets and jams and
charm necklaces and side pony
tails and just tails.
Rave was agirl's best friend;
braces with colored rubber
bands made you cool.
The back door was always
open and Mom served only red
Kool-Aid to the neighborhood
kids -never drank New Coke.
Entertainment was cheap and
lasted for hours.
All you needed to be a
princess was high heels and an
apron.
The Sit' n'spin always made
you dizzy but never made you
stop; Pogo balls were dangerous
weapons and Chinese Jump
Ropes never failed to trip someone.
In your Underoos you were
Wonder In the Eighties, nothing was wrong. Did you know
the president was shot? Star
Wars was not only a movie?
Did you ever play in a bomb
shelter? Did you see the
Challenger explode or feed the
homeless man?
We forgot Vietnam and
watched Tiananman's Square
on CNN and bought pieces of
the Berlin Wall at the store.
AIDS was not the number one
killer in the United States.
We didn't start the fire, Billy
Joel. In the Eighties, we redefined the American Dream, and
those years defined us.
We are the generation in
between strife and facing strife
and not turning our backs.
The Eighties may have made
us idealistic, but it's that idealism that will push us and be
passed on to our children -the
first children of the twenty-first
century. Never forget : We are
the children of the Eighties.
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Parthenon, campus react Some
to Gulf
War
give support,

"We didn't know what hit us"

Staff scrambles
for next-day story
("War is hell - and it doesn't
wait."ranThat
the headline
that
withwas
the following
column after Parthenon staff
worked
overtime
to
produce
two special edition papers covering reactions to the Persian
Gulf War.fromThethefollowing
is an
excerpt
Jan. 22, 1991,
column).
by STEVEN J. KEITH
editor
It
was
supposed
to be the
calm
the storm.
I wasbefore
quietly
enjoying that
week settle
of schoolin
-traditional
the weekfirsteditors
and
discuss
plans
for 'pthe
semester, the week before
ublication,
the
week
before
we know it ends - thelifelastas
"real"
weekhangin'
of our lives.
We were
out, getting
tosortsknowof fun
our staff
and
doing
all
stuff until allnight.
hell
broke loose Wednesday
I was sitting
night class
engrossed
(well,in inmaybe
not
totally engrossed)
alecture
on
media
history,
but
like
most
students,
sis was onthemyPersian
mind.Gulf
We criall
knew the deadline for Iraq's
file photo
Anti-war activists sit
across Fifth Avenue
after U.S. forces
attacked Iraq Jan. 16,
1991 during the
Persian Gulf War.
Seven protestors were
arrested and fined
$155 each for
obstructing traffic.
Many of the demonstrators were associated with Marshall
Action for Peaceful
Solutions. Parthenon
staff spent two days
conducting interviews,
taking action phots
and designing special
editions to cover campus responses to the
attack on Iraq.
~

pullout had passed and we
knew
rising.
You
wouldtensions
think wewere
would'
ve been
prepared.
But war isn't just another
story.
When
Kevin, my managing
editor,
give me interrupted
anote, I knewclasssome-to
thing
was
up."alert"
I hadandput had
the
editors
onsome
developed
ideas
for
covering awar.
I never thought I'd have to
use
Aftereveryday.
all, war just
doesn'them.
t happen
I'll never forget the note: "An
attackaccording
on Iraq toat AP."
6:52 Ip.m.
WAR
felt
sick -really sick.
It
would
be
a
late
night
the newsroom. Although wein
weren't scheduled to start publishingIknew
until there
todaywould
[Jan. be22,a
1991],
paper on the newsstands in
the
You can't let a
war gomorning.
unreported.
The
word
spread
classes
on campus
weretheand
dismissed.
Within
minutes
newsroom
•
file photo
was, for lack with
of abetter
word, Members of Marshall Action for Peaceful Solutions encountered
bombarded
reporters,
this pro-war demonstrator in Washington, D.C., when the group
staff
members
and
photograjoined thousands in the capital to protest the Gulf War.
phers wanting to help ...

others protest
war
"I hope for the best

(The following is astory that
appeared in The Parthenon's
first
editionParthenon
on the
Persianspecial
Golf War.
reporters wrote several stories
that covered both pro and anitwar demonstrations,
other
campus viewsas well
of theas
attack on Iraq.)
by CHRIS DICKERSON,
LISA A. WHEATLY and
D. ANDREW McMORROW
staff writers

As news of Operation Desert
Storm16,broke
night
[Jan.
1991],Wednesday
student opinion
was as varied as the nations
involved
conflict.
Marshallin the
Action
for Peaceful
Solutions gathered along Fifth
Avenue near the Sydney L.
Christie
protest theFederal
latest Building
U.S. initia-to
tive.Members of the group shouted, "Hell no! We won't go!", and
poured
motor oil on one lane of
the
bloodavenue
for oil!"while chanting "No
Matt Topping, executive
chairperson
said the
he
did not knowof MAPS,
how long
dernonstratiol}
would
last.
"There's no plan to it," he said.
"We
ought to do it until they ...
pull out."
He also said he thinks support for such protest will grow.
"Support gradually builds. Just
like at our rally the other day."
Jeanasaid,
Wilt,"INew
Martinsville
senior,
t think
(the Middle
Eastdon'crisis)
anyit'ofs
our ... business. Idon't think it's
our problem."
OtqE!f members seemed frustrated
Wednesday'
"Bushbygave
them ans events.
ultimatum without thinking about the
long term," Jeni Bums, Cross
Lanes senior, said.
Meanwhile, some students
considered the idea of having a
pro-war rally.
C. David
Classing,saidSouth
Point,
Ohio, junior,
it is
about time the U.S. attacked
Iraq.
"It
needed
to
be
done
about Aug. 2. It needs to be sup-

and pray for others. I
hope it is over quickly
so we can negotiate.
Maybe this will
change. dSaddam's
"
min ....

Doug R. Harlow,

1991 Barboursville sophomore

ported, not opposed," he said.
Doug R.sophomore,
Harlow,
Barboursville
although he supports
the said
war
effort,
the situation is nervewracking.
"I hope for the best and pray
for
it is
overothers,"
quicklyhesosaid.
we "Icanhopenegotiate. Maybe this will change
Saddam's mind."
Harlow said the pro-war rally
is just in the planning stages.
said he doesn'
t like
theClassing
idea of anti-war
demonstrations. "If people don't support
Bush,
now is not the time to be
protesting."
Still
otheronstudents
their energy
supportingfocused
family and friends stationed in the
Persian Gulf .
TabithaKy.,L. sophomore,
Stapleton, said,
Martin"I
County,
will
be
sleeping
uneasy
tonight,
a·s will everyone in my county."
Stapleton said she has friends
and aArabi
cousinsince
who the
havebeginning
been in
Saudi
of"Everybody'
the crisis. s been waiting for
it, because any time you send
that
many troops over
there you
know
happen,"something
she said. is going to
Other students seemed oblivious
conflict public
accordingrela-to
DavetoK.theMcGee,
tions chairman of MAPS.
"We were sitting at The
Roadhouse when we heard.
There were people talking
about guitars, while we were
talking about the bombing on
T.V. Icouldn't ... believe it."

'Gilley's goal getting to know you' 1990s scary time

by ALAN P. PITTMAN
Managing Editor
(The Presidential Serach Committee met
in November 1990 to begin evaluating candidates for the position of university president. Of about 45 applicants and 10 to 12
nominees, Gilley was chosen in the spring
of 1991. The following is an article that
appeared in the June 13, 1991, issue of
The Parthenon.)
Marshall's new president, Dr. J. Wade
Gilley, says he is "determined to win the
confidence of Marshall and the community" during his first six months on the job.
"I want to spend time meeting with students, faculty and administrators," Gilley
said, in a telephone interview with The
Parthenon Tuesday. "I also want to spend
time getting to know academic programs
and traditions at Marshall."
Gilley will begin his presidency Aug. 1.
Gilley said his contract will be finalized at
a June 21 University of West Virginia
Board of Trustees meeting. His salary
would "be somewhere between $90,000$100,000."
Gilley, who was not a favorite among
campus groups, said he was "stronger academically than any other candidate." He
saidhe has written several academic books
including "Search for Academic
Excellence" which discusses being a successful college president. Gilley has a
Ph.D. in engineering and has served as

"I would like to see during my term in office a
new library facility that
would be the most technologically advanced,
state of the art facility of
its type."
President J. Wade Gilley
in an interview printed in
the July 18, 1991, issue
of The Parthenon, in
which Gilley outlined his
plans as new president.
president at three other colleges. Gilley
said he wants people to think of Marshall
as an academic institution. He said with
his academic background he can do that.
"Marshall has some academic strengths
and will have some more," he said. "I want
to emphasize these strengths as much as
possible because apresident is supposed to
project the image of the university."
Gilley said he and his family are
extremely excited about coming to

Huntington.
"While the board of trustees were deciding Itried not to get emotionally involved
with the idea of getting the job; however,
when Ifound out Ihad the position, Ihad
to pinch myself to see it was really true.
"I think coming to Marshall is an excellent opportunity," Gilley said. "I w·anted to be president at Marshall
and if things work out Iplan to stay until
retirement."

in paper's history

column by REBECCAH tor Kevin Melrose says in
CANTLEY
today's 100th Anniversary
news editor
Issue, the community was

As a stu- . . . .-----.
dent journalist, it's one of
the scariest
things I can
imagine: the
threat that
you may lose
your
First .._______,
Amendment
rights.
CANTLEY
That is
exactly what happened after
Parthenon editors printed
the name and address of an
alleged sexual assault victim. In my mind, that is the
most important event in
1990s Parthenon history.
Although the controversy
following the publication
was a nightmare for all
involved, Idon't see the incident as The Parthenon's
·skeleton-in-the-closet.
As former Parthenon edi-

not ready for that decision.
On the other hand, as ajournalist who is committed to
objectivity, Ican understand
the past editors' reasoning.
I have not been asked to
make such a difficult decision, and honestly, I don't
know what my answer
would be. I do, however,
think the printing of the
alleged victim's name was a
wake up call and alearning
experience for all Parthenon
staff, past and present.
The incident makes us
realize our actions can have
greater effect than we imagine; we have to have areason for everything.
No decision should be
made without considering
the consequences. Once the
paper is delivered, there's no
turning back.
Please see 1990a 128
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to print names of alleged victims
by CHARLES SHUMAKER wouldn't be patted on the back
reporter
for our decision, but I also did
not think that it would snowball the way it did."
Why DID they name names? Faculty at Marshall during
When 1992 fall Parthenon the 1992 fall semester rememEditor Kevin D. Melrose fol- ber the controversy as atrying
lowed through with his promise time with strong feelings
to change the paper's policy on toward both sides of the issue,
sexual assault neither he nor said Dr. Ralph Turner, profesanyone else imagined the fury sor of journalism.
to follow.
"It was the strongest outThe storm of protest and con- pouring of opposition to content
troversy began when the that I have ever observed or
paper's editorial board voted experienced as either aprofesfour to three in favor of pub- sional journalist myself or durlishing the name and address ing the times Iworked for The
of the victim and the accused. Parthenon as an undergraduIn the Sept. 22, 1992, issue of ate or during my years as afacThe Parthenon, following the ulty member," Turner said.
policy regarding printing of Dr. Harold C. Shaver, direcsexual assault victim's names, tor of the W. Page Pitt School of
astory ran identifying both the Journalism and Mass Commvictim and the accused in a unications, said, "the times folcase reported to police. The lowing the publishing of the
issue stirred a debate that victim's name were the most
would change relations bet- difficult times of my career."
ween the student newspaper He said he does not think an
and the Marshall community. issue like this would arise
again because there is not
Decision receives criticism enough student motivation to
What followed was aflood of do that type thing. Although
calls, letters and criticism. The Shaver had personal disagree·outcry against the paper anp ments with the decision, he and
its staff reached from one end other members of the journalof campus to the other. The rea- ism faculty supported the stuson Melrose gave for publishing dent press.
the name of the victim was "a
matter of fairness," Melrose Editor explains reasoning
said in an interview with Melrose said that when conEditor and Publisher Maga_- fronted with the issue, it
zine.
should be looked at as any
Melrose, now associate editor other crime, and by printing
of The Philadelphia Gay News, the names some of the stigma
said, "After the incident hap- surrounding the issue might be
pened, Iwas asked point blank relieved. The reaction on camif I thought the names should pus was surprising, Melrose
be published. I said yes, but I said. "The entire campus area
left the decision to the editorial was strange. We had very little
board," he said, "I knew we support from students and the

only non-student support we
had was from a few faculty
members."
Professional media from
around the country responded
to the issue with different reactions, some agreeing with the
sexual assault policy and some
condemning it. J. Michael
Rouse, executive editor of the
North Carolina paper The
Fayetteville Observer-Times,
wrote a letter to Marshall
President J. Wade Gilley offering his support for The
Parthenon's actions. According
to Rouse's letter, the ObserverTimes and other papers publish victims names to be fair to
both sides.
Although many supported
the decision, others did not.
Students participated in acandlelight vigil and threatened to
shred copies of The Parthenon
to show their disapproval.
According to a story in The
Herald-Dispatch, those in
attendance were "voicing disgust toward the paper's policy,"
for a subject The Parthenon
had no business dealing with.
Others claimed that future
victims would be afraid to come
forward with their own situations, according to an article in
the Herald-Dispatch.
Gilley, faculty take action
Not only did students and
faculty join the battle for a
change in The Parthenon's policy, but university officials
became involved when Gilley
attempted to seize control of
the paper and form astudent
media board that would oversee decisions made by students
involved with all forms of student media.

.
The
Parthenon
revisited
Charleston Daily Mail home to 16 graduates

by REBECCAH CANTLEY
news editor
The Charleston Daily Mail
may be considered asequel to
The Parthenon for many past
staff members.
Out of at least 45 people in
the Daily Mail newsroom,
about 16 are W. Page Pitt
School of Journalism graduates. The city editor, assistant
city editor, sports editor and
chief photographer are all graduates, and 10 of the 16 arc former Parthenon sports editors.
As Mike Friel, Daily Mail
copy editor, says, "It's really
weird. Here at the Daily Mail I
work with some many people
from the paper that I always
say I simply can't escape The
Parthenon, no matter where I
go."
Friel filled positions at The
Parthenon ranging from
reporter to adviser from 198292.
Assistant City Editor Jeff
Morris, Parthenon sports editor in 1983, said coming to
Charleston is anatural transition for many Parthenon staff
members, especially those who
complete internships at the
paper.
"The management here has
been interested in hiring
Marshall grads because the
school has areally strong journalism program and particularly the internship program.
"A lot of people were interns
here and in some cases did two
stints here as interns," he said.
' We liked them so much we
kept them on until afull-time
opening became available."
Morris said working at The
Parthenon helped prepare him
for aprofessional newsroom.
"I always thought it was a
good combination to have the
journalism school affiliated
with the newspaper," he said.
"We got alot of good input from
the faculty, but at the same
time there was alot of independence on the part of the students to make decisions and
take on roles that they would
be taking once they left school."
City Editor Chris Stadelman

photo courtesy of The Herald-01spatch

As shown in this Herald-Dispatch photo of asign on campus,
many did not agree with the editors when they printed the name
of an alleged sexual assault victim. Parthenon editors said they
made their decision in an effort to be objective.
AHerald-Dispatch story said brought up regarding the
Gilley and other campus repre- paper's constitutional rights.
sentatives condemned the Turner said, "this issue propaper for its decision. Although vided students with a firstofficials said they did not ques- hand look at learning consetion the paper's right to publish quences to their decisions as
the material, an issue of First well as areal lesson in the First
Amendment infringement was Amendment."

Local media sided with The
Parthenon, and journalism
faculty also fought for continuing freedom. In a HeraldDispatch article, Shaver was
quoted as saying, "I am not
going to violate the
Constitution, the law forbids
the faculty from interfering
with a student newspaper."
Discussion concerning the
paper's First Amendment
rights centered around Gilley's
proposal to form a student
media board.
Journalism faculty member
Dwight Jensen filed an injunction in aCabell County court
to stop the possibilities of a
change in control.
Shaver said the newspaper
has always been criticized, but
the response to this issue was
greater than most everything
else. He also said that
although the paper was criticized for its choice, many people have since allowed wounds
to heal.
"The entire profession looks
at issues a lot more ethically,
and this issue would be considered just as carefully now,"
Shaver said.
Turner said feelings toward
the paper have probably
healed, but there are still
those who have negative feelings toward the subject and
the paper.
Meanwhile, Melrose said if
he were faced with the same
decision today, he would do
some things alittle differently.
His final decision, however,
would be the same, he said.
"I think mistakes were made,
but in retrospect, the way
things were executed could
have been different. I'm not
sure the community was ready "
for that. "If put in the situation
again, Iwould have to say yes,
but it would be executed differently."
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Sean Dewey was apolitical cartoonist for The Parthenon from 1991-94. Dewey took Esperanto as
his penname. Dewey uses the word esperanto to describe his cartoons as auniversal language.

A.K.A. Esperanto

·Cartoonist uses universal
language under pen name
file photo

Editors at the Charleston Dally Mall say working for The
Parthenon prepared them for challenges In aprofessional
newsroom. The paper's city editor, assistant editor, sports edl•
tor and chief photographer are School of Journalism graduates.
said covering aregular beat as wrong career," he said. "It gets
a Parthenon reporter helped easier with experience, and
some people actually thrive on
him prepare for acareer.
' You may write stories that it."
make those people happy, and Morris said he experienced
you may write stories that that thrill when the objective
make them angry," he said. was to scoop The Herald"That's part of the reality once Dispatch.
you get into professional jour- "It was exciting as astudent
to beat them on astory on their
nalism."
Although the journalists said home-turf when we were just
The Parthenon introduces stu- students and they were the
dents to professional work, established newspaper," he
Friel said pressure at the Daily said.
"That's why people get into
Mail is more intense.
"I think people need to real- the business, for the thrill of
ize that if they don't enjoy, with the story."
some respect, the deadline
See DAILY MAIL, P128
pressure, that they're in the

by ROBERT McCUNE
editor
Sean Dewey speaks another
language. It's a language
everyone can understand - a
universal language called
Esperanto.
Dewey, apolitical cartoonist
for The Parthenon from 1991
to 1994, took Esperanto as his
penname. In Parthenon
archives forever, that name
will accompany a series of
witty single-frame cartoons
that cover topics from Bush
and Clinton to Gilley and the
Marshall campus.
Esperanto, as defined by
Webster's New Twentieth
Century Dictionary, means "an
artificial language for international use, based on word bases
common to the main European
languages: it has self-evident
parts of speech, a single and
regular conjugation of verbs, a
few simplified inflections, phonetic spelling, etc."
Dewey's definition isn't as
formal. He uses the word to

describe his cartoons. "It's a
universal language, as are cartoons," he said.
"It's also an anagram for personate (to play a part; to
assume a character), which
really worked out good for me
when I learned that I could
draw under adifferent name."
Esperanto was invented by
Dr. L. Zamenhof in 1887 and
was studied for years, but
never really took off, Dewey
said. "It predicted the [United
Nations] by 40 to 50 years," he
said.
Starting in 1991, Dewey's
political cartoon was printed
on a daily basis in The
Parthenon, which was printed
four days aweek.
"I never drew anything that
was really all that controversial," Dewey said. "Mostly
political cartoons on Bush and
Clinton, but I also drew some
with Gilley in them."
After sitting in on the daily
budget meetings at The
Parthenon, Dewey would sit
down to draw cartoons that

went along with current news
topics of the da~.
Dewey said one of his most
memorable cartoons depicted
the situation in Somalia. "I
drew an old hippie, holding a
sign with Vietnam scratched
out and Somalia written in," he
said.
"Then there was the presidential race. Perot, Bush,
Clinton - I drew them as the
three stooges. And Whitewater
had just started, so I drew
some cartoons that dealt with
that."
Dewey won an award at the
Society of Professional
Journalists Region 4 conference for political cartoons. "I
think it was the first time MU
won for political .cartoons," he
said.
An advertising major at
Marshall, Dewey graduated
cum laude in 1994. About a
week before he accepted his
diploma, he learned he was a
legacy.
See CARTOONS, P128
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MU
to
host
Tri-State
organizing conference
by KATHERINE LEWIS
reporter

Workers of America Local 40.
He said the conference teachgrass roots organizing
The Tri-State Organizing esskillsthefrom
the level of achurch
Conference and reception will social to the corporate level.
begin Thursday, Nov. 5at 6:30 Two key speakers at the conp.m., at the Joan C. Edwards
will be Cecil Roberts,
Playhouse Fine and ference
the international president of
Performing Arts Center.
the
United
Mine Workers of
Workshops and other sesand Jim Bowen, the
sions are free to students and America
president of the West Virginia
will be Friday, Nov. 6, from 8 Labor Federation AFL-CIO
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., at' the (American Federation of LaborMemorial Student Center.
Congress of Industrial OrganPhil Carter, conference coor- ization.)
dinator and associate professor Carter said this year will be
of social work, said the confer- the fifth year the conference
ence is entirely produced by has been held.
students primarily from the He said the conference was
social work department.
initially intended to be an
"The objective of the confer- not
annual event. The conference
ence is to address issues direct- and workshops are free and
ly effecting working class peo- open to anyone.
ple, students and people in the Carter said the theme for the
academy and community," conference is the 50th anniverCarter said.
sary of the signing of the declaLyonel Morrison is one stu- ration of human rights by the
dent who is directly involved in United Nations and 50 years of
planning the conference. Mor- organizing against poverty in
rison is chairman of mill griev- Appalachia.
ances at the United Steel Awomen's breakfast will be

at 8a.m. and alabor luncheon
will be at 11:30 a.m.
Both meals are free to those
who attend. The rights of children and youth, and human
will be addressed in a workshop beginning at 10 a.m.
Economy and civil rights and
the rights of students, women,
workers, and athletes will be
beginning at 1p.m.
Carter said the conference
was made possible by labor
unions, the social work department, and the office of Dr.
Betty Cleckley, vice president
of multicultural affairs and
international programs at
Marshall.
"The workshops should be
very beneficial to anyone
because such awide variety of
topics will be discussed,"
Morrison said.
For more information on the
conference or for an enrollment
form for the workshops contact
Carter at the social work
department at 696-2790.
For more information, contact Morrison at 525-3611.

difficult topics, such as university spending
records and changes in administration. That is
an area where I think today's Parthenon could
benefit from more of the same type reporting.
I was also impressed with the eagerness and
energy of past staffs. When the Persian Gulf War
started on aWednesday night, the paper was not
scheduled to begin publication until the followThere are many other points in the paper from ing
Tuesday. Yet reporters, photographers and
the 90s worth mentioning.
editors
pulled together to produce two informaAs I flipped through papers, one thing tion-packed
special editions. Just let me say,
remained consistent, the editors' quest for some- from my experience with this special edition,
thing that made an impact. Past editors obvi- when you work for The Parthenon, any extra
ously had strong opinions and it showed in
is hard work.
almost every editorial. Right or wrong, logical or work
As I see in the Parthenon today, there were
not, the editors said what they had to say, and both
good
and bad things in the paper in the
they said it loudly.
90s. The one thing that has not changed is
Another thing that caught my eye was the early
a
genuine
many in-depth news stories and interviews on product. effort to produce a reader-worthy
book and there was my dad. He manager for Aerolater
was advertising manager. We Systems, Dewey designs
followed the same path kitchen hood systems for comunknowingly. I_t seems to run mercial application.
Now miles away from
in the family."
From page 118
· Dewey said he hadn't spoken Marshall, Dewey still carries
with
him fond memories of The
to
his
father
in
over
20
years,
Searching through a 1958
he discovered their Parthenon. "The Parthenon
Marshall yearbook, Dewey dis- when
was
an
excellent experience for
shared
past.
covered that his father had Now living in Virginia Beach me. Marshall
also once worked for The and working as aregional field experience," hewassaid.an excellent
Parthenon. "I opened the year-

1990s still atime of
continued excellence
•From page 108

***

Cartoons
are
universal
•

"I was on the staff when Dr. members spent time together
[J. Wade] Gilley replaced Dr. going to ball games and movies
Daily Mail Nitzschke,"
he said. "We had and helping each other with
classes.
gone back and forth with difficult
home away veryNitzschke,
"Even during the worst
but he was always times,
it tended to be exciting,"
understanding that we
said. Stadelman talked of
from home werewasmovenoonlyonsecrettodoinganother
our jobs ... It heplaying
and volleythat he un1versity
wanted to ball in thebasketball
newsroom.

Discrimination at the Owens •
GlScholaassr-in-resiFactory
to
be
di
s
cussed
dence
to examine topic on
Nov. 4in MSC
by JOCELYN MULLltlS
reporter

Discrimination at the Owens
Glass Factory will be the topic
of discussion when current
scholar-in-residence at the
Center
Study inof
Ethnicityforandthe Gender
Appalachia (CSEGA), presents
"Perceptions of Discrimination
in aGlass Factory".
Roberta M. Campbell Ph.D,
current scholar-in-residence,
will discuss the discrimination
in labor at the factory Nov. 4, at
4p.m. in the Shawkey Room of
the Memorial Student Center.
This semester, Campbell is
analyzing the oral histories of
the factory through interviews
of former employees and focusing on the discrimination in
labor there.
The interviews Campbell is
using for her research were
conducted by Barbara Smith,
former director of the Oi:al
History ofand
Appalachia
(OHAP),
graduateProgram
assistants under her supervision.
Campbell says she is taking
a close look at the reactions,
attitudes, and even the recognition of discrimination of the
employees, both male and
female.
·
After finding patterns in the
discrimination at the plant,
Campbell will see how her findings relate to society.
OHAP trains interested persons in conducting tape-recorded interviews with individuals
whose life experiences would
not otherwise be documented.
They include coal miners,
farming women, small business leaders, and black community leaders.
The Owens factory has been
a topic of research by OHAP
since its closing in 1993. In
addition to the tape-recorded
interviews, OHAP produced a
radio documentary, based on
the interviews, "Shattered
Glass: The History of an

"The Owens factory has been atopic of
research by OHAP since its closing in 1993.
In addition to the tape-recorded interviews,
OHAP produced aradio documentary,
based on the interviews, "Shattered Glass:
The History of an American Factory."

American Factory."
It was aired in 1995 and a
copy of it is available in Special
Collections in the James E.
Morrow Library.
One specific interview was
with a white female Owens
employee, Opal Mann, who
said she was discriminated
against.
In 1967, Mann filed agender
discrimination suit against the
plant and named the Local No.
255 and 256 Glass Bottle
Blowers Association of the
United States and Canada as
respondents.
In addition to telling about
some of the interesting lifeexperience stories she has come
across, Campbell will discuss
the discrimination in labor and
reactions to them.
She will also talk about her

HAIR WIZARDS
Tri-State's
Best Man's
Haircut

Oil and Acrylic
Synthetic and Bristle
Brushes
various sizes, resilient and durable

Design
Spectracolor Pencils

-Opaque pigmented leads
Ideal for blending and
shading

as president. We were tracking
him all over the country as he
went for job interviews."
Balancing class w6rk and
responsibilities at The
Parthenon was achallenge for
the former students.
"I can always remember that
the editors basically lived in
The Parthenon," Morris said.
Johnson said, "It's hard to
take afull load of classes and
keep your sanity."
Despite difficult times, the
journalists also have memories
of clowning around together.
Friel recalls an infamous bowling pin that staff members
used to "pin" each other.
"We had a bowling pin, and
we would sit it behind people so
that when they stood up or
when
would
knock they
the pinwalked,
over," they
he said.
"It
was so loud on the newsroom
floor, and it got to be so bad
that no one would move without looking behind them to see
if the pin were there."
Friel said Parthenon staff
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"We played Nerf basketball in
composing until Mike [Friel]
yelled at us because we almost
broke a $10,000 camera," he
said. "In retrospect, that's one
time I'll agree with him."
Although the journalists say
deadline pressure mounts at
the Daily-Mail, they haven't
totally forgotten the days of
The Parthenon.
"Mike [Friel] once told several of us that we would never be
able to act like that in aprofessional newsroom," Stadelman
said. "l now take great pride in
proving Mike [Friel] wrong."
Morris said interesting conversations are often created at
the Daily Mail by Parthenon
editors who represent arange
of eras. Johnson said, "We all ,
are just
alinkanother
to another
person
and then
person."
Friel said, "No, I'm the link."
"That's only because you
were there [at The Parthenon]
for like 20 years," Stadelman
chimed in. Yes, it is just another day at The Parthenon.

s>':.\TCKls°"
:-S~Furniture
tereo'<-TV'
~·-Gp>i\
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Still Only

The Golf Club Store
.

"grounded theory", methodology, which consists of looking
for patterns and developing
theories rather than testing
them.
The presentation is free and
open to the public.
For more information contact Mary Thomas at (304)
696-3348.

From page 118
As The Parthenon celebrates
its 100th Anniversary, the journalists say they see improvements in the paper, as well as
room for improvements.
' You do have a little more
freedom and you take some
more chances," Stadelman
said. ' You see some very good
things that are certainly as
good as any daily paper in the
state, and then you see some
other things that you can't
believe made it into print."
Copy Editor Maureen Johnson said former Parthenon staff
members often reminisce about
their days at Marshall.
Johnson said they talk about
The Parthenon so much that a
co-workerthis onceis exclaimed,
"Hey,
not The
Parthenon!"
Stadelman proudly recalls
the time editors tracked down
former university president
Dale
F. Nitzschke at ahotel in
Michigan.
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Army opportunities get
better every day. If you
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afew.to earn while you learn. For more information
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Six proposals turned in for FIPSE grant
by XIAOLIN LIU

reporter
Six preliminary proposals
applying for the federal FIPSE
(Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education)
grant have been turned in by
Marshall faculty to the
Marshall University Research
Corporation.
As aunit within the Office of
Postsecondary Education of the
U.S. Department of Education,
FIPSE conducts a grant program each year to support
innovative educational reform
projects that can serve as
national models for the
improvement of postsecondary
education.
FIPSE grants may provide
one, two, or three years of funding.
Grants usually range from
$15,000 to $150,000 per year,
with an average of about
$80,000 per year.
One program proposed is
jointly designed by Dr. Don Van
Hom, dean of College of

"FIPSE takes risks. It supports controversial
or unconventional projects. The primary
beneficiary should be students ..."
Kris Rhodes,

Grant, Development ()ffittr

Fine Arts, and Dr. Calvin Kent,
dean of College of Business.
The Community Arts
Administration program is to
award an M.S. degree to graduates who will help artists do
business. Anon-degree outreach program that offers short
training courses in this area
will also be included.
"Things like theater groups,
museums and symphonies all
contribute to the economic
development of communities,"
Kent said. "The emphasis of
this program is on using arts
for community development.

Very few universities in the
United States offer programs in
arts administration, especially
targeting rural areas," Kent
said.
Work on the program would
begin in September 1999.
Dr. Lynda Ann Ewen and Dr.
Shirley Lumpkin, co-directors
of the Center for the Study of
Ethnicity and Gender in
Appalachia, applied for a
FIPSE grant to sponsor scholars doing research in examining the intersection of gender,
ethnicity and the Appalachian
region. The program has been

funded by the Rockfeller
Foundation.
"Many different ethnicities
have come to Appalachia. The
impact of gender and ethnicity
on the region is an area that
needs study," Ewen said.
Appalachia covers 13 northeastern states. West Virginia
is the only state that is totally
within Appalachia.
Dr. Will Edwards, executive
director of the Center for
International Propams, and
Clark Egnor, director of the
English as aSecond Language
Institute, have also submitted
their proposal.
"Our program is to send students abroad who normally
don't have the opportunity to
study in another country," said
Edwards. "The program may
encourage them stay in school
and thus enhance the retention
rate."
The target of the exchange
program now is China, he said.
FIPSE grants are intended to
provide the seed capital for

experiments in educational
reform, said Kris Rhodes,
grants development officer of
Marshall University Research
Corporation. The knowledge
gained through those experiments should be intended to
benefit postsecondary students
throughout the country,
although FIPSE is also responsive to local initiative.
"FIPSE takes risks. It supports controversial or unconventional projects," Rhodes
said. "The primary beneficiary
should be students."
During FIPSE's review
process, applicants are evaluated on both the significance and
feasibility of their proposed
.projects, according to FIPSE's
Web site.
To judge significance, reviewers evaluate the ultimate benefit to learners, the usefulness to
others beyond that particular
project, cost-effectiveness,
importance of the problems
addressed, and importance of
the improvement proposed.

To judge feasibility, reviewers evaluate whether the applicant has the capability and
commitment to carry out the
project.
FIPSE receives approximately 2,000 preliminary proposals
each year. Of those proposals
accepted in the final round of
the competition, FIPSE is able
to fund one in every three or
four, according to FIPSE's Web
site.
Preliminary proposals will be
considered according to the
need and significance of the
project, the quality of the project's design, evaluation, management plan, personnel and
adequacy of resources, Rhodes
said.
FIPSE's World Wide Web site,
http ://www.ed.gov/offices/
OPE/FIPSE, contains a infor~ation is useful to aprospective applicant in developing a
proposal, Rhodes said.
Applications for the FIPSE
grant will be available for faculty next October, Rhodes said.

"From my perspective,
we have no choice
but to limit
enrollment for
full-time freshmen
for next year."

year.
The report is also expected to
reflect an increase of over 400
full-time freshmen, which
Gilley hopes to restrict with a
new admission policy.
"From my perspective," he
said, "we have no choice but to
limit enrollment for full-time
freshmen for next year."
The Faculty Senate voted
against aBudget and Academic
Policy Committee supporting
the policy.
Several senators said the policy was still vague on the
process for transferring from
the Community and Technical
College to afour-year program.
Faculty Senate also voted to
hold ageneral faculty meeting
at 4p.m. Nov. 19 in the John
Marshall Room of the Memorial
Student Center. The meeting

will be to discuss several
amendments to the faculty
constitution.
The amendments reflect
recent reorganization of academic units. The amendments also increase the senate's role in overseeing reorganization.
Dr.Nancy Wilson,asenator
from the Graduate College,
expressed her displeasure
with one of the amendments
changing how the Graduate
College would be represent•
ed.
Under the amendment,
most schools in the Graduate
College would be represented
by a school on Marshall's
Huntington campus.
"You've essentially left a
fairly large campus out" of
Faculty Senate, Wilson said.

LCOB freshmen Freshman enrollment, plans for library
advising" schedule discussed at Faculty Senate meeting
Wednesday, Nov. 4,
br JENNIFER
L. TYSON 2:30 p.m. CH 106
reporter
Thursday, Nov. 5,

11 a.m.: CH 105
Freshman advising ses- Monday, Nov. 9,
sions for students in the 9a.m. CH 105
Elizabeth McDowell Lewis Tuesday, Nov. 10,
College of Business (LCOB) 11 a.m. CH 105
are scheduled to begin this Wednesday, Nov. 11,
week.
a.m. CH 241
William G. Adkins, 10Thursday,
Nov. 12,
Huntington graduate assis- 2p.m. CH 241
tant and academic adviser Friday, Nov. 13,
for LCOB, said students 8a.m.CH 105
going into their second ~, Monday, Nov. 16,
semester of classes are ' 3p.m. CH 106
required to see an academic Tuesday, Nov. 17,
adviser "to make sure they 11 a.m. CH 105
are where they need to be" Tuesday, Nov. 17,
on academic requirements. 2p.m.CH 236
Students must sign up in Thursday, Nov. 19,
CH 107 for aregistration 2:30 p.m. CH 236
time. Registration will take
place:

t.
JPaid.
Campus 2 BR Utilities Near
Homes For Rent

~
Kitchen Furnished

Call 522-4780 Available Now!
Recently
452furn.
5th
Ave. 4 BRRenovated
Appliances
$600/month
+utilities
&deposit.
No
pets.
Monthly
lease.
1$300/month.
BR Kitchen furn. Utilities paid.
7643 eveningsNo Pets. Call 5252
BR Apt.Call $385/Month
Furnished.
429-2369 or
736-2505
5
Duplex Furnished
Apt.Room
$255/month.
Very 523nice
with
porch
and yard Phone
5119
or 522-0828.
Apts
(2)
1604 Sixth
Ave.Utilities
Nice,
Great
Location,
parking.
Paid message.
except Elec.
525-4959
leave
NewlyNear
Renovated
1&2 Furn.
BR
Apts.
MU Stadium.
Kit,
New
Carpet+W/D.
Utilities
Not
Furnished.
Off
street
Parking.Kathy
Call 522-8266
Harriet,
or Barbaraask for
For Rent 3orpaid4BR
Housenow.
gas
and
Available
$240electric
per person 523-5521
Like New, Near MU and Med.
School.
Kitchen
UtilitiesNeutral
Paid.Furnished
Central
A/C
and
Heat.
Decor.
Spacious
and Very nice. $500. 736-4375.
Home
for Rent
4BR 2 BAor
Family Room
Call 522-0357
867-8873.
Hlghlawn
2BR Apts523No
Ca1s or DogsNew$475/month
0688

by TED DICKINSON

reporter
President J. Wade Gilley
shared his plan for the future of
Marshall's libraries at a
Faculty Senate meeting
Thursday.
Gilley said the James E.
Morrow Library will be renovated to its original condition at
acost of $1 million. According
to the plan, the Morrow Library
will still provide "long term
storage space for seldom used
books."
The plan also includes a
library policy board, to include
faculty, staff, administrators,
and students. The board would
advise library staff and recommend budgets and long term
plans to the university president.

Dr J. Wade Gilley,
MU President

Gilley also addressed the
ongoing enrollment issue. He
said the enrollment report to be
released soon will include
around 16,000 students, an
increase of nearly 350 from last

Travel Services

~
#1BookSpring
Break
Specials!
&Receive
a f=ree&
Meal Now
Plan!!!
Cancun

JamaicaPanama
$399,CityBahamas
$459,
$99. 1800-234-7007

.-.. ..
-~.-~.,,/",~.
Employment

Looking for self-motivated

with leadership
skills
topeople
develope
home based
business
1-800-275-5744
code
LU4025
24
hr
recorded
message

FREE CDPREPAID
HOLDERS,~
SHIRTS
CARDS EARN
$1000PHONE
PARTTIME
ON
CAMPUS.
CALL 1-800-932-0528 X64JUST
Teacher/Counselor
needed
for
4days
on residential
- 3 days off.work,Bachelors

required.
to:
PAS,
RouteSend
2EOE
Boxresumes
68, Walker,
WV
26180.
Looking
aGreat
PT Job?
Flexible for
Hrs.
No nights
Sundays.
Competitive
pay
andor
discounts.
Need
(1)
midday
prep car),
&delivery (local person
with
(1) afternoon
prep to
close.
Heavenly
Hts.
Shpg.
Ctr.,Ham,success
Rt Eastem
60 E.at
Huntington.
Taste
Heavenly Hams

*Asecond
Champion item
of equal or
lesser value,
including
sale items.

Miscellaneous

Offstreet
paid Ol_parking.
One block
d Main.
$105
Oct-Dec.from523-8400
. . :· ·• .,

~
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Proiully serving the entire Huntington Community!
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one week only
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November ~ BOOKSTORE
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Memorial Student Center
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emerged. known as the Kampus
Kids. In February of 1924, The
Parthenon wrote that the team
finished second in the Girl's City
Basketball 'lburn-ament.
The Women's Athletic Association (WAA) was formed in
1929.
The Thundering Herd nickname was proposed by HeraldAdvertiser sports columnist
Duke Ridgely in 1925.
Marshall dedicates anew stadium, Fairfield Stadium, with a
27-0 win over Fairmont teachers
College.
Parthenon sports editor Bob
Jamison suggests school nickname be changed to "Judges."
Photo courtesy of Marshall web page

After not fielding ateam in 1918 because of war, the 1919 team went undefeated with an 8-0
record.
by SCOTT PARSONS
the other hand, Catlettsburg had "'l\vo basketball teams to start
sports editor
a heavier team and had been with shows some enthusiasm
practicing regularly. We hope to among the girls in favor of athIn the 100 years The defeat Catlettsburg on the 19th, letics. Now, let's all catch the
Parthenon has been bringing the when our line will be as follows: spirit and well have fewer pale
students of Marshall campus Bogges, center; Wheeler, left faces, grasshopper shanks and
news and information, the._ath- guard; Koontz, right guard; dyspeptics."
letic programs have grown, Turner, left tackle; F. Lallance, The first football game in 1901
improved and, in some cases, dis- right tackle; Nickols, left end; was a victory over Huntington
appeared.
Cole, right end; Perkins, right High School. Later on in the seaThere could be many ways to half-back; J. Lallance, left half- son, Marshall defeated
illustrate 100 years of sports cov- back; Taylor, full back; Myers, Gallipolis, Ohio. The Parthenon
erage, but the easiest and, I quarter back."
wrote "short halves of 15 and 10
hope, most interesting is to break
minutes each were played so as
the information ·up by decades.
to give the visitors ample time to
While there were alot of sports
catch the afternoon train home.
over 100 years, unfortl,lllateiy, all
At no stage in the game did
could not be mentioned, "that
Marshall's opponents have the
would take longer than the time
slightest hope of scoring, or even
allotted to put this together.
again getting the ball in their
What has been done is afocus on
possession after once they had
the unusual and eye catching
lost it."
headlines and stories found
In 1905, the Athletic
while doing this research. Enjoy.
Association awards the first varsity "M."
1906 marked the first undefeated season in school history in
football. The team went 4-0-1
defeating Ashland, Georgetown,
Portsmouth and Morris Harvey.
In
May of 1899, The Parthenon
praised the women at Marshall
by saying "Marshall College
women advanced from the genteel activities of croquet and Captain of the 1910 Marshall
walking in 1875 to the more vigorous activity of lawn tennis in football team John D. Farmer In 1915, Marshall scored its
1896."
pnly point in a92-6 loss to West
The decade also marked the
Virginia on the famous "tower
beginning of asport important to
pass."
almost everyone on campus and
Dayton "Runt" Carter and
in Huntington--- football. The
Okey "Blondie" Taylor ran deep
first ever Marshall game was a
into the end zone. Taylor faced
loss to Catlettsburg.
the passer and Carter quickly
The Parthenon was there to
jumped on his shoulders and
cover. Here is the story how it The Parthenon wrote in April caught a wobbly pass for the
appeared in the November 1898 of 1902 ' The time has come when touchdown.
issue of The Parthenon.
our girls are beginning to realize In 1916, numbers were used
"On November 9th the that athletics aren't for boys for the first time on Marshall
Marshall College team played a alone but for girls as football jerseys. The football
hard game of baH with well...woman is both physically team also beat Kentucky
Catlettsburg, the score being 11- and mentally becoming her Wesleyan 101-0. The win stands
5in favor of Catlettsburg. The brothers equal."
as the biggest in school history.
grounds were in dreadful condi- In October of the same year, Play was suspended in 1918
tion, and for this reason very lit- women playing basketball first for the first World War but starttle good playing could be done. appeared in The Parthenon. The ed up again in 1919 where
The Marshall team was light and Parthenon wrote about not one, Marshall compiled an 8-0 season.
needed practice, Catlettsburg but two women's teams.

1890's

1910's

1900's

1930's

In 1931, The Parthenon wrote
the following about women's
intramural competitions available to women at ·Marshall
College: "Marshall coeds may be
beautiful but dumb and homely
but bright, but they are all athletic! Evidence oftheir versatility
in the realm of sports is easily
noted. The tennis tournament,
for which nine teams are practicing daily, is scheduled to begin
November
16. This
event will
be followed
by volleyball and
basketball
tournaments, a
swimming
meet and
archery HENDERSON
and baseball tournaments, completing an all year
program of intramural sports for
women. An athletic banquet in
the spring will end the year's
activities."
In 1932, the WAA sent ateam
to Ohio University to participate
in the regional WAA Play Day.
1936 legendary Marshall coach
Cam Henderson came to
Marshall.
Marco was drawn by HeraldDispatch cartoonist Irvan Dugan.

1940's

The Nov. 11, 1949 issue of the
Parthenon announced that
Coach Cam Henderson was quitting football coaching.
Herd football went to its first
bowl game in 1947. The
Tangerine Bowl where they lost

Photo courtesy of Marshall home page

The Radio Center was tlile home for Marshall basketball until the
Memorial Field House was constructed in the
to Catawba 7-0.
Women's
Local sports writer Ernie sports were
Salvatore was sports editor of the still mostly
Parthenon in the 40s. Marshall only intramusports weren't up to full potential rals in the
because of World War II.
1950's. In
WSA'l carries first televised 1956, The
Marshall football game vs. parth enon
Xavier.
wrote that
Basketball games are played women were
in Radio Center in downtown participating GREER
Huntington
in ping pong,
badminton, horseshoes, handball
and tennis while teams were
organized for volleyball, aerial
darts, basketball and ring tennis.

1950's 19B0's

January 1950, the Parthenon
reports that legendary coach
Cam Henderson's replacement,
Willard Pederson, was hired.
The new home of the Big
Green basketball team was
about to be opened--- the
Memorial Field House.
Hal Greer prowls the hardwood
for Marshall.
While major sports like baseball, basketball and football were
included in The Parthenon during
the 50s, most of the sports coverage was of intramural events
between dorms, fraternities and
other campus organizations.
The men's track team won the
Ohio Valley Conference championship in 1950.
In 1953, Marshall joined the
Mid-American Conference after
five seasons in the Ohio Valley
Conference.

Like many other campuses
across the nation, the 60s
brought about unrest and
protest. But, sports were still
going strong.
Thundering Herd becomes
official nickname of Marshall
sports. The football team
breaks 27-game losing streak
dating back to 1966.
The Herd mens basketball
team makes it to the NIT
where they made it to the semifinals before losing to
Marquette and then to Rutgers
in the consolation game.
Mascot Marco was a live
Bison who roamed the sidelines
at Fairfield stadium in the late
60s and early 70s.

1920's

In the Dec., 10, 1920 issue of
The Parthenon, an editorial
asked why Marshall didn't have
a "girls" basketball team. The
paper said "The basketball season will hum if the girls and boys
each have a team to represent
our school."
The argument surrounding the
editorial was that alocal high
school had a girl's basketball
team and Marshall didn't. The
name of the high school was
never given. The following year,
an editorial shows the debate
continued over ahigh school having agirls basketball team and
Marshall not having one.
While no organized basketball
team was in place for the women,
there were still opportunities for
women to participate.
In 1923, women's sports
remained a class competition.
The Parthenon wrote of womens
Photo courtesy of Marshall web page
soccer and four inter-class bas- Marshall said goodbye to two of Its greatest basketball stars Hal Greer and Jack
Freeman, in 1959
The 1907 "girls" basketball club. The uniforms aren't quite what ketball
teams. Finally, later that
they are today.
year, awomen's basketball team at Marshall Field House.
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1980's 1990's

Marshall College won the Ohio Valley Conference track championship In 1950.

1970's

I
Photo courtesy of Marshall web page

Areal, live Marco was popular at football games in the late
1960s and early 70s. As ayoungster, the bison roamed the sidelines on arope, but later became so rambunctious the animal
had to be kept In this specially constructed trailer. Marco made
the news wires when the mascot tried to graze on the new artificial turf at Fairfield Stadium.

Thundering Herd football
team finishes
runner-up
Northeast
Louisiana
43-42 into
I-AA championship game in
1987.
Team coached by George
Chaump. Known as "Chaump's
Champs."
The Cam Henderson Center
was opened,
Marshall
basketballnewteam.home
Herd mens basketball team
makes it to the NIT tournament
1988. University
Thein Marshall
swim team and bowling teams
are eliminated.
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is hired as head coach, only to
take job at Florida ayear later.
Marshall Alum Greg White
takes over the helm.
soccer becomes aletJim Donnan becomes new terWomens
football coach in 1990. Marshall sport.
opens new stadium in 1991.
Wtlly Merrick kicks game winning field goal to give Marshall
Parsons would like to
first ever National Scott
thank Dr. Robert Barnett,
Championship.
Bob Pruett hired as head professor and chair of the
coach in 1996. Goes undefeated vision of Health,
in his first season to win second Di
Physical Education and
National Championship.
Herd makes triumphant Recreation for his assisreturn to Mid-American tance in the compilation of
Conference and gains first bowl some of the information
berth since the Tangerine Bowl. contai
ned in this story.
Men's basketball ushers in
"Billy ball" era as Billy Donovan

In 1970 Fairfield Stadium
renovations start, but the joy
of renovating a stadium was
dampened by the Marshall
plane crash. 75 players, staff,
friends and fans were killed.
Included in the dead is
Parthenon Sports Editor Jeff
Nathan.
In 1971 Jack Lengyel is
named head football coach
and assigned the task of
rebuilding a devastated program. Marshall wins first
home game since crash.
Defeats Xavier 15-13.
In 1976, Marshall is granted permission to enter the
Southern Conference.
Womens basketball team
known as the "green gals."
Herd swim team, under
guidance of coach Bob
Saunders, tears up the
Southern Conference.
Jack Austin represents
Marshall in Intercollegiate
Billiards
Face-To-Face
cou~esy of Marshall web page
Tournament where he placed The first game at the Cam Henderson Center. The Herd faced Army In the Photo
Inaugural game and
second.
came
away
with
a
win
71-53.
Marshall has a bowling
team.

Sports retro ad

Sports retro ad
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Unhappy
Halloween
for
Herd
Bid for second undefeated season
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in three years ends with 34-13 loss

BOWLING GREEN, Ohio
(AP) - Marshall's undefeated
season is gone.
And Thundering Herd Coach
Bob Pruett offered no excuses
for the way his team went
down.
Bowling Green quarterback
Bob Niemet ran for one touchdown and passed for two more
Saturday to lead the Falcons to
a thoroughly convincing 34-13
victory over Marshall.
Acrowd of 11,237 - about
half of which were cheering for
Marshall - watched the
underdog upset the heavilyfavored conference powerhouse
on acool autumn afternoon.
Bowling Green is 3-5 overall
and 3-2 in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC)_.
The Falcons play Akron at
noon Saturday at Doyt L. Perry
Stadium in Bowling Green,
Ohio.
Marshall is 8-1 overall and 61in the MAC. The Thundering Herd plays
Central Michigan at 1 p.m.
Saturday at Marshall Stadium
in Huntington.
"We just got beat today by a
very good football team,"
Pruett said during the postgame press conference. "A very
sound, well-coached football
team. They just beat us. We
have no excuses."
Pruett said that in his three
years at Marshall, it is "the
first time I think we've been
beat."
Bowling Green "lined up and
kicked our butts," he said.
Entering the conference battle, the Thundering Herd was
33-3 under Pruett.
The losses were to West
Virginia University (42-31),
Miami (Ohio) University (4521) and the University of
Mississippi (34-31 ).
Marshall had the lead in all
three of those losses. However,
its opponents used Thundering
Herd mistakes to rally for
come-from-behind victories.

Bowl·ing Green 34
Marshall
13

' We lost. That's what happens
when you don't execute. Nobody is
to blame but ourselves. They
played well. In this league, you
can't just show up and win ball
games."
Chad
Pennington,
Junior quarterback
Bowling Green is considered Chapman - who totaled 116
a running team, but Niemet yards rushing on 13 carries outplayed Marshall quarter- was stopped on afourth-and-1
back Chad Pennington, who is running play.
among the 12 finalists for this Bowling Green then fumbled
year's Heisman Trophy.
the ball away at its own 32, but
Niemet hit 18 of 27 passes for didn't give up ayard on three
233 yards without an intercep- plays before Jason Witczak
tion. Pennington completed 19 missed a 49-yard field-goal
of 26 passes for 175 yards with attempt.
one interception.
The Falcons limited the Herd
"We lost," Pennington said to 89 yards rushing and only 14
matter-of-factly. "That's what first downs.
happens when you don't exe- Meanwhile, Bowling Green
cute. Nobody is to blame but was piling up 181 yards on the
ourselves. They played well. ground on 56 attempts and
"In this league, you can't just picking up 26 first downs.
show up and win ball games," No one for the Falcons gained
he continued.
more than freshman tailback
Niemet opened the scoring John Gibson's 59 yards.
with no time left in the first Bowling Green's senior fullquarter with a9-yard run.
back Adam Lige added a1-yard
Niemet then hit freshman touchdown run in the fourth
receiver Kurt Gerling on touch- quarter.
down passes covering 16 and 4 Bowling Green kicker Jason
yards in the third quarter for Strasser chipped in with field
the Falcons.
goals of 22 and 39 yards in the
Bowling Green dominated up second and fourth quarters,
front, holding the ball for 38:23 respectively.
compared to Marshall's 21:37. Pennington ran for one score
Bowling Green Coach Gary and passed 10 yards to
Blackney knew something was Marshall receiver Jerrald Long
up early in th~ week.
for the other.
"All week long we had good But freshman quarterback
practices," Blackney said. "Our Byron Leftwich relieved him on
kids really felt good about the final series.
themselves."
Leftwich completed all five of
"Tuesday night Ihad to plow his attempts for 73 yards and
the whistle and call practice no scores or interceptions.
early," he added. "I really felt Pennington came into the
like Ineeded to put alid on it." game averaging 295 yards
The Thundering Herd took passing per game.
the opening kickoff and drove Marshall was averaging 33
to the Bowling Green 9, but points and 429.4 yards of total
junior running back Doug offense prior to Saturday.

New Store
Opening Soon!
52520thSt.

Now Hiring Drivers,
Mgrs, Inside Personnel.

«
Apply at Gig Gear
Store or Call
522-GGGI

SERVING MARSHALL

522-6661
Monday-Thursday

Marshall
Bowling Green

0 7 0 6
7 3 14 10

13
34

First Quarter
BG-Niemet 9run (Strasser kick), :00.
Second Quarter
Mar-Long 10 pass from Pennington
(Malashevich kick), 8:47.
J
BG-FG Strasser 22, 2:50.
Third Quarter
BG-Gerling 16 pass from Nieme (Strasser kick), 12:50.
BG-Gerling 4pass from Niemet (Strasser kick), 5: 12.
Fourth Quarter
BG-Lige 1run (Strasser kick), 12:19.
Mar-Pennington 1run (pass failed), 8:35.
BG-FG Strasser 39, 2:28.
Attendance -11,237.

TEAM STATISTICS

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Comp-Att-lnt
Return Yards
Punts-Avg.
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

Marshal University
14
22-89
248
24-34-1
84
3-41.0
2-1
6-46
21:37

Bowling Green State University
26
56-181
233
18-27-0
66
2-46.5
2-1
3-25
38:23

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

RUSHING-Marst1.9II, Chapman 13-116, Turner 3-minus 1, Pennington 4minus 3, Poole 1-minus 4, Leftwich 1-minus 19. Bowling Green, Gibson 14-59,
Martin 8-38, Lige 9-34, Lewis 7-23, Niemet 9-14, Holmes 9-13.
PASSING-Marshall, Pennington 19-26-1-175, Leftwich 5-5-0-73. Bowling
Green, Niemet 18-27-0-233.
RECEIVING-Marshall, Colclough 6-56, Long 5-60, Cooper 4-57, Williams
3-16, Poole 2-21, Chapman 2-7, Foye 1-22, L.Washington 1-9. Bowling Green,
Lige 5-35, Gerling 4-75, Redd 4-71, Steinke 1-18, Martin 1-15, Sullivan 1-11,
Holmes 1-7, Lewis 1-1.
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&MARSHALL
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2
SURE
WINNERS!
r-----$6.99____1____ $8~99----r----$9.99_____1____$12~9-9---,
Large Deal
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------------ -------------~------------- -- ----------~ ,
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ONE TOPPING! I (No Double Portions Please)
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td. Del. Area Exp. 11/31/98
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•
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pays sales tax where
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••
$20.00.
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